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INTRODUCTION
Cities mean many things to different men. In try-
ing to formulate plans for a city, planners must neces-
sarily be selective, both of the materials they will
examine and of the ends to which they shape their tech-
niques. Because of the imbalance between the number of
planners and the tasks they are called upon to perform,
there may be a certain reluctance to expand both the
ends and the techniques in operating agencies, at least
until such time as the capabilities to do such work ex-
pand also.
Generally, the major concentration for plannersT ef-
forts has been directed to the physical.problems of the
city. Traffic problems, housing deterioration, lack of
public facilities, etc., are pressing and stand in high
priority. The enduring problems of city form are physi-
cal and the planner has to think in these terms if his
work is to have a solid base. But these physical prob-
lems are not isolated. Indeed, they are very much a pro-
duct of economic, technological and social change. They
reflect particular cultural values which at any time may
be so general as never to require overt statement. Most
of all, they reflect the corporate existence of many
people and many communities grouped in a common urban way
of life. Goals of a better physical community are not
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divergent from the goals of a happier life of the people
that live in the city, although certainly the two - phy-
sical condition and community satisfaction - do not form
a completely balanced equation.
Yet there may be a relationship between the physical
problems the planner is primarily concerned with and so-
cial problems, those impediments to the realization of
potential inherent in a total community. Cities them-
selves are created things, natural as they may seem to
our everyday physical experience. Because of the indus-
trial revolution, perhaps there will always be relatively
greater economic and social opportunity associated with
urban areas. If so, they will continue to attract mi-
grants seeking to improve their way of life. For 150
years now, divergent groups, irritated from accumulated
dissatisfactions, yet hopeful for the future, have surged
into the cities of the industrialized world. They have
had to make some type of accommodation to one another,
mostly, but not entirely, based on economic rationale.
It is this pattern of population and its adjustment that
has been among the most important determining factors in
the physical forms American cities have taken.
Planning for cities in this country has generally
been indifferent to the particular characteristics of one
group as compared to another. The common physical needs
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of all were examined. Taking the results of survey,
plans usually posit policies to meet immediate needs, and
also to help reach long-range goals. Within the city, in-
dividuals and groups worked out their accommodation as
best they could and with a minimum of restraint. This is
the view reflected by most planning agencies, at least as
implied in their plans.
It has long been questionable whether such premises
would hold for the Negro communities rising in most Nor-
thern cities. In fact, it may be sharply questioned
whether the ideal of a free accommodation can take place.
If this is indicated, then the implication may very well
be that city planning agencies will have to take greater
account of the physical relationship of different ecolo-
gical communities in future plans. In this thesis, I
shall try to trace out the main lines of the problem and
some of the resulting planning implications, confining
the discussion to the Negro communities in Northern cities.
Many men believe that the white, Nordic, or Anglo-
Saxon races are innately superior to other races, many
of whose members have pigmented skin and are called
colored. Even those who are not openly committed to
this idea are affected by it and, despite professions
of tolerance, many are repelled by the thought of inter-
marriage, the ethical teachings of Christianity and the
sacred principles of democracy to the contrary notwith-
standing. Conversely, it is held by many of those who
see evil in these attitudes that there is no such thing
as race and there are no biological differences within
the human species. It is wrong, of course, to overlook
the disinterested conclusions of modern physical anthro-
pology. Human beings do differ -- in skin color, hair
form, height and physique, and blood groups. But there
is no evidence to support a doctrine of radial superio-
rity or inferiority. Actually, almost no human types are
genetically pure, and all known groups are more or less
poorly defined around the edges. It is fair to say that
what differences there exist between racial groups are
put there by the hostile cultures of men in the grip of
cupidity and fear. The lesson of history is clear: all
of civilizations? golden ages have arisen from mixed
races, including that of modern America whose founda-
tions rest solidly on a mongrel antiquity. Yet racial
prejudice remains a powerful force in our culture.
William S. Beck, Modern Science and the Nature of Life,
Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1957, pp. 22-23
CHAPTER I
ASPECTS OF THE PROBLEM
The growth of American cities has been a fascinating
story of people and their search for better ways of
living. It has depended on an expanding technology and
the increasing importance of cities in the economics of
the modern world. Fundamental to this rise of cities was
the human tide that swelled its growth. Almost from the
beginning of the country's history, the people moving in-
to the cities were migrant groups different in nature and
not wholly a part of the culture. Yet aside from the
hope of economic improvement in their welfare, these
people found that the city was the melting pot of Ameri-
can civilization. It bridged the gaps and learned how to
express, in its own peculiar way, the democratic values
which the Jeffersonians nurtured in a non-industrial
Attica.
Since 1800, over five generations of the most diverse
immigrant groups have helped fill our cities. Through the
imperfect processes of a democratic society, they were as-
similated and divisions, when they appeared in the commu-
nities within cities, were not viewed as binding. The
isolation of 'different groups' into sections of the city,
where it was not voluntary, was viewed as transitional
and associated with economic causes or the lack of cul-
tural identification with the community at large.
As communities developed, the second and third gene-
rations made an accommodation to one another easily and
with a growing sense of unity. Eventually, the primary
identification to the common culture was stronger than
the isolating tendencies. Of course, far from oblitera-
ting the original sources of values and identities, these
were jealously protected by the American system. But
they were given a local setting, so that identities could
be maintained in a common city without the necessity of
maintaining isolation and ghetto life. The diverse groups
mixed their heritages in a common place, and it was neces-
sary that fusing and amalgamation of residential areas
increase over the generations. The process still conti-
nues.
The Negro moving to the Northern city poses a special
problem. Although the processes of assimilation have
worked, if imperfectly, over the generations for others,
they do not appear likely to work on the same basis in
this instance. If the integration process will not suc-
ceed, then new city patterns will emerge, based on the
most conservative if not backward interpretations of
American values. What may be needed is a recognition
that public planning agencies will have to take part in
solving the integration problems of Negroes as a necessary
planning function.
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I* THE PROBLEM'S ELEMENTS
A. THE INCREASE OF NEGRO POPULATION
Since 1924, the great immigration from foreign coun-
tries has been severely restricted. Thereafter the lar-
gest source of in-migration and growth to most central
cities in America became the Southern Negro. Although
there has been some migration of Negroes from the South
ever since the end of the Civil War, it was not until the
First World War that significant numbers began to move.
Arnold Rose sketches the general picture.
...Outside the local migration, the only nume-
rically important migration of Negroes between
the Civil War and World War I was from rural
areas to cities within the South.
The Great Migration starting in 1915 and
continuing in waves from then on, has brought
changes in the distribution of Negroes in the
United States. The proportion of-all Negroes
living in the North and West rose from 10.4
per cent to 23.8 per cent in 19+0, a net migra-
tion of about 1,750,000 from the South. How-
ever, because of the huge white population of
the North, Negroes constituted only 3.7 per
cent of the total Northern population in 1940.
Practically all the migrants to the North went 1to the cities and almost all to the big cities.
The growth of Negro population in Northern cities
up until 19+0 was only a prelude to the great burst of
movement that took place during the 194+0-1950 decade. In
this decade, foreign immigration declined to anminor frac-
tion of what it had been in the early part of the century.
Another factor of importance is that by 1950 most Northern
1 Arnold Rose, The Negro in America, The Beacon Press, Bos-
ton, 19+8, p73.
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TABLE I
NEGRO POPULATION IN URBAN AREAS,
FOR SELECTED STATES, 1870-1950
(in 000's) based on U.S Census Data
U.S.
Calif 6rnia
Colorado
Connecticut
Illinois
Indiana
Kansas
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
New Jersey
New York
Ohio
Pennsylvania
655
1880
91+3
2 3
- 1
+ 5
11 22
9 18
7 18
11 114
5' 7
- 1
8 18
29 1+3
21+ 38
1890 120
1,+76 1,999
6 8
5 7
7 9
31+ 60
28 1+2
28 31
19 28
8 10
3 1+
26 46
51 81
51 65
38 56 76 120 156 242 373 1+16 578
2,682
18
9
10
85
48
36
31+
12
6
65
117
82
1920
3,560
33
9
16
161
71
1+2
42
55
8
93
185
156
1930
5,193
70
10
2+
304
103
51
46
159
9
175
390
272
6,253
107
11
27
357
114
52
49
191+
9
190
539
302
1950
8,959
373
18
46
610
165
56
68
402
13
268
876
467
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TABLE II
DISTRIBUTION OF NEGRO POPULATION
BY REGION AND URBAN-RURAL RESIDENCE
1900-1950 (based on U.S. Census Data)
South*-
Rural
Urban
Other Regions
Rural
Urban
Total - Rural
Total - Urban
*'Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Ken-
tucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Caro-
lina, Oklahoma, South Carolina Tennessee, Texas,
Virginia, Washington D.C., West Virginia
1900
90%
16
1940
7f
21
10%
1950
35
33
32%
2
30
37
63
+9
28
23%
2
21
51
4'9
2
13
66
34
77
Population of 18 Standard Metropolitan Areas*, by Race: 1940 and 1950
Total Population White Nonwhite
Standard
Metropolitan Area
New York
Chic ago
Philadelphia
Los Angeles
Detroit
Balti .cr e
Cleveland
St. Louis
Washington
Boston
San Francisco--
Oakland
Pittsburgh
Milwaukee
Houston
Buffalo
New Orleans
Minneapolis - -
St. Paul
Cincinnati
1940
11,660,839
4, 825, 527
3, 199, 637
2,916,
2, 37?,
1, 083,
1,267,
1,432,
967,
2, 177,
403
32)3
300
270
088
985
621
1, 461, 804:
2, 082, 556
766, 885
528,961
958,487
552, 244
Percent
1950 Increase
12,911, 994
5, 495, 364
3, 671, 048
4,367,911
3, 016, 197
1,337, 373
1,465, 511
1,681,281
1,464,089
2, 369, 986
2, 240, 767
2, 213, 236
871, 047
806,701
1,089,230
685, 405
940,937 1,116,509
787,044 904,402
10.
13.
14.
49.
26.
23.
15.
17.
51.
8.
53. 3
6. 3
13. 6
52.5
13.6
24. 1
18.7
14.9
1940
10, 991, 985
4,490, 662
2, 862, 794
2, 788,
2, 204,
888,
1, 179,
1,280,
737,
2,140,
1, 397,
1, 969,
757,
424,
934,
392,
364
551
524
041
640
158
294
073
667
267
819
606
463
Percent
1950 Increase
11,866,482
4, 890,018
3, 186,404
4,091,606
2, 654, 272
1,070,712
1,311,391
1,464,826
1, 122, 206
2,314,256
2, 030, 225
2, 075, 972
847, 805
656,249
1, 041, 437
484, 839
931,070 1,101,208
718,024 808,746
8.0
8.9
11.3
46.7
20.4
20. 5
11.2
14.4
52.2
8.1
45.3
5.4
12. 0
54.5
11.4
23.5
18.3
12.6
1940
668, 854
334, 865
336, 843
128,039
172, 778
194, 776
88,229
151,448
230, 827
37,327
64,
112,
9,
104,
23,
159,
731
889
618
142
881
781
9,867
69, 020
Percent
1950 Increase
1, 045, 512
605, 346
484, 644
276,305
361, 925
266, 661
154, 120
216,455
341, 883
55,730
210,
137,
23,
150,
47,
200,
542
264
242
452
793
566
15,301
95, 656
56.3
80. 8
43. 9
115.
109.
36.
74.
42.
48.
49.
225.3
21.6
141.7
44.5
100. 1
25. 5
55.1
38.6
* The Metropolitan Areas are listed in the order of the 1950 population of the central city.
Source: U. S. Census of Population 1950, Advance Reports, Series PC-9, No. 6, and Series PC-14, No. 1.
Table 32.
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cities which were the centers for large metropolitan
areas had employed a very high percentage of their buil-
dable land.2 In these cities, future population growth
depended on developing for residential use the small
amounts of unoccupied land, making land already in use
more efficient, or increasing the densities of residen-
tial areas. Although all these devices were t-Ati'zed,
the overwhelming percentage of growth has taken place in
the suburbs of metropolitan areas rather than in the cities
themselves. Viewed with this in mind, the Negro influx in-
to Northern cities since 1940 becomes even more important.
The "race problem" is not "new," of course,
but events and trends have pushed it more and
more into the focus of attention.
Consider the following illustrative facts.
Between 1940 and 1950 the non-white population
more than doubled in thirty of the metropolitan
areas of the United States, all but one of these
being in the North or West rather than the South,
the historical region of Negro concentration....
The Detroit metropolitan area, with 173,000 non-
whites in 1940 experienced an increase of 109.5
per cent, to 32,000 in 1950. The Chicago metro-
politan area showed a non-white increase of 80.8
per cent, from 335,000 to 605,000 during the de-
cade. Smaller, but still large, percentage in-
creases were involved in the growth of the non-
white population from 669,000 to 1,046,000 in
the New York metropolitan area; from 337,000 to
485,000 in the Philadelphia metropolitan area,
and from 151,000 to 216,000 in the St. Louis
metropolitan area. In all these instances of
rapid growth of non-white population, the corres-
ponding i creases of white population were only
moderate.
2 see Harland Bartholomew, Land Uses in American Cities,
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 19
30tis Dudley Duncan and Beverly Duncan, The Negro Popula-
tion of Chicago, University of Chicago Press, Chicago,
1957, p. 1
5It is the definite emergence of a rather rigid pat-
tern in these population movements that is the heart of
the problem. The picture presented is one of settled
white city residents moving to outlying areas, while new
in-migrant groups take their place. By far the most sig-
nificant group of these migrants are the Negroes, whose
mobility, income and opportunities for industrial employ-
ment increased so dramatically during the last war and
post-war period. This population growth is significant
in the increases of total metropolitan area populations
even without reference to its central city locations)+
Between 1940 and 1950 the non-white popu-
lation of all Standard Metropolitan Areas in
the United States increased by 44.3 per cent,
as compared with an increase of only 20.0 per
cent for the white population. In the North
non-whites in Standard Metropolitan Areas in-
creased by 58.2 per cent and whites by 11.1
per cent; in the West the increases were 127.6
per cent for non-whites and 48.9 per cent for
the whites; while in the South non-whites in
Standard Metropolitan Areas increased by 23.6
per cent and whites by 38.5 per cent. 5
According to the latest census estimate for the period
1950 to 1955, Standard Metropolitan Areas in the U.S.A.
grew 13.7 perccent. Almost 90 per cent of this popula-
tion increase took place outside of central cities; all
4EXceptions to this statement may apply in metropolitan
areas where there may be more than one 'core' area such
as San Francisco-Oakland, or where the 'core' area is
not contained in the principal central city, e.g., the
Boston area.
5U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1950 Census of Population,
Advance Reports (Ser. PC-14, No. 1 /December 16, 19517)
but 1,888,000 of the 11,837,000 new urban population were
located in outlying areas.6
B. TENDENCY TOWARD RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION
While the increase of Negro population in Northern
cities during the decades since World War I is impressive,
there has been an even greater tendency toward their resi-
dential segregation. Past experiences of other groups
which were new to the culture of the city and/or the
country indicates that group concentrations are not un-
natural.7 There are many strong reasons to expect a seg-
regated pattern. On the one hand, there is the conscious-
ness of group differences and the initial importance of
maintaining internal community forms in a relatively in-
different, if not outrightly hostile, total city environ-
ment. On the other hand, the white residents of the city
are not without prejudice or fear of lower property values
based on the possible dispersion of the Negro community.
The most important segregating factor, however, is the
availability of housing which Negroes can afford. Gene-
rally, most Negro migrants have a low income and, aside
from subsidized public housing, only the most marginal
6U.S. Bureau of the Census, Series P-20, No. 6, 1957
7See Louis Wirth, The Ghetto, University of Chicago Press,
Chicago 1928, 1956~pp. 282-288; also Oscar Handlin,
Americans in Process
housing falls within their means. Most of this housing
in Northern cities is in the old immigrant quarters close
to the center of the city. These areas have had histories
of segregation for other groups; tendencies toward over-
crowding and exploitation were not new.8
The most noteworthy point, however, is the much
greater confinement of the Negro community. Not only is
there segregation, but it is limited to a specific area or
limited number of areas. As the Negro communities in Nor-
thern cities have increased, they have done so predominant-
ly by adding on contiguous neighborhoods to an existing
core of a segregated community or overcrowding in their al-
ready isolated areas. This pattern has been broken only
infrequently. Negro populations of Northern cities clus-
ter, not only in segregated areas, but in limited areas of
one or just a few defined locations. It is not a complete-
ly imaginative analogy to compare growth in these circum-
stances to growth of a cancer. The results, too, are not
the most conducive to the health of the city.
Although the situation is much ihore apparent now,
the process was understood even in the 1920's. T.J. Woofter
For a concise description of these processes, see Herbert
Blumer,"Social Science and the Desegretation Process," in
The Annals of The American Academy of Political Science,
vol. 3014; Racial Desegregation and Integration, March, 1956,
pp. 137-1+0; A more thorough, somewhat pointed, work is
a case study of Buffalo, N.Y., by William L. Evans, Race
Fear and Housing, National Urban League, Inc., New York,
1946. See also longer works of Myrdal, Abrams, Duncan and
Duncan referred to elsewhere in this thesis.
in a widely recognized study of Negro problems in cities
during the late twenties, observed:*
When the spread of population is looked at
as a process it would seem that Negro settle-
ments start scatteringly in a small area. As
the proportion of Negroes in the city increases,
the newcomers settle with the older population
and tend to fill up the area, thus creating a
solid district, or rather a district from 50 to
90 per cent Negro.9 (italics are mine)
Although Woofter points out that there are several cities
where Negroes, though segregated, are spread in different
areas, he expresses his alarm at the movement which was
even then apparent, toward limited overgrown and heavily
concentrated Negro communities. Almost all the exceptions
he cites are Southern cities or those Northern cities
where the Negro population is relatively small. As for
the rest he generalizes:
If there are barriers that block the natu-
ral expansion of a neighborhood, an increase in
population will result in an increase in density.
The forces that tend to separate the Negro com-
munity from other communities and to restrict the
area occupied by Negroes, therefore tend to con-
centrate the population; and there is concentra-
tion to an alarming degree in Negro communities
where migrants have been limited in their selec-
tion of home sites to certain parts of the city.
The density of Negro areas in most cities
is much greater than the density of white areas.
In some cities it is four times as great....The
last generation drifted into the error of allow-
ing a dense unplanned exploit{6 e growth in the
central paris of large cities.
9 T.J. Woofter, Jr., N Problems of Cities, Doubleday,
Doran & Co., New York, 192b, p. 39
10Ibid., pp. 78-79
In the thirties more significant works on the vari-
ous aspects of Negro population were produced. Homer
Hoyt assembled the following tabulation which strengthened
the conclusions Woofter had made ten years earlier.
TABLE III11
Percentage of Non-whites and Their Distribution in Blocks
or 64CTfi Groups~of Ranked accoriig to
Propoition of Non-whites* in Total Population in
Ave. % non-white in
total population
(1)(2)
(3)
(5)(6)
(7):(8)
37.0
22.9
10.3
4.3
3.1
1.3
0.7
0.5
% distribution of non-whites in blocks
100%50-99% unde
42.0
36.9
14-0a
14.6
2.1
0.1
1.2
0.2
33.6
29.9
24.3
23.8
15.4
5.0
3.5
0.5
24.4
33.2
61.97
61.6
82.5
94.9
95.3
99.3
*Proportion of non-whites who are not Negro is relatively
small since only two of the groups of cities have more than
2% in this category.
By the time Drake and Clayton reviewed the situation
in 1945, their conclusion was that concentrated segregation
was emerging very rapidly as a new pattern from one which
had not been much different in 1910 from the local segre-
gated communities of the immigrant groups. They point out
that, while about one-third of the colored population lived
in areas over one-half Negro in 1910, by 1930 this pattern
11Homer Hoyt, The Structure and Growth of Residential Neigh-
borhoods in American Cities, F.H.A., Washington, D.C.,
1939, pp.6-7
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had become one of greatly concentrated segregation. By
then 87 per cent were in districts (of urban areas) which
were over half Negro and almost two-thirds in almost 100
per cent Negro areas.12
By the time World War II was over, Negro 'ghettos'
could be seen in almost every Northern city where there
was any sizeable Negro population. Although there were
differences and exbeptions in individual cities, the over-
all pattern was reliably consistent. Not only were Negroes
segregated and concentrated, but they were usually frozen
to a particular area or areas in the city. Much more than
any of the previous immigrant groups, they became identi-
fied with their area. Their community increased in num-
bers, but, unlike other communities, it expanded for the
most part from existing predominantly Negro areas into
contiguous areas.13 Even this expansion in area seldom
accounted for all the population pressure put on these com-
munities. An even greater tendency was to increase the
already predominantly Negro areas to almost 100 per cent
Negro, and to severely overcrowd and illegally convert
12St.'C1airtDrake and Horace R. Cayton, Black Metropolis,
Harcourt, Brace & Co., N.Y., 1945, p. 176
13Dtincan and Duncan, o.cit., Chapters VI-VIII; the dis-
tinction made between the segregated patterns of Negroes
and major segregated white groups is based on the way ex-
pansion and growth take place. Negroes to a greater de-
gree are limited to the area adjacent to their present
segregated area. This, of course, becomes a vicious
cycle of identification of particular areas with Negro
residency, which becomes increasingly more difficult to
reverse.
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dwelling facilities within the Negro 'ghetto.' New Negro
communities rarely took root in parts of the city which
were completely isolated from the main concentration.
Even individuals seeking to break identity with the Negro
community had a very difficult time in getting housing in
non-Negro areas.
Whereas segregation was not surprising, the type of
overwhelming identification and concentration in only a
small area of the city, typified by the term 'Black Belt,'
raised great concern. This was more than the segregation
of a group. It was something akin to the establishing of
the 'reservation' concept, only applied in urban areas
and without the rationale used in the case of the Indians.
This went beyond segregation in that here was a group
which was to be excluded from taking a full part in the
society. Unlike previous segregated groups, language,
education or skill were not factors holding the Negro in
his secregation. Contrary to the experience of other
groups, Negro isolation has become increased in the second
and third generations of the migrating families. Even
after the factors of desirable and voluntary segregation
are considered, the isolated section of the city in which
Negroes are confined also represents a permanent mark of
political and social disability.1l
14'Many writers have made this point. Charles Abrams in a
recent report on "Poverty and Discrimination" yet to be
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The recent critics see in the current situation that
which seems to have escaped notice by some of the earlier
students of Negro life in cities. Robert C. Weaver is
blunt and to the point:
There are additional developments, equally
dangerous to society, which have occasioned less
discussion. Two of the most outstanding are the
acceleration of the development of single class
and racially restrictive neighborhoods and the
possibility of their becoming enduring impedi-
ments to the solution of the problems of adequate
shelter and racial harmony. The risk we face is
that, in a period when some improvements are be-
ing made in the political and economic status of
colored Americans, fears and rancors intensified
by emergency housing shortages may be cr tallized
into a permanently worse social pattern.
Weaver is joined in his conclusions by a noted member of
the planning profession who has ably recorded a case his-
tory of public housing location in Chicago during the late
forties and early fifties. After summarizing the problem
of segregation as it existed in Chicago about 1950, Martin
Meyerson conservatively concluded, "There was no way of
avoiding the problem; the race issue and the housing is-
sue had to be dealt with together....The Chicago Plan Com-
mission...might try...to evade responsibility for taking
a stand on segregation. But, whether one liked it or not,
14(continued from previous page) released by the New York
State Commission Against Discrimination, sees the addi-
tional danger of economic class identification becoming
fixed on racial lines. See in particular the brilliant
analysis made by Robert Cooley Angel in The Moral Integ-
ration of American Cities, University of Chicago Press,
Chicago, 1951, esp. pp. 92-100
1 5Robert C. Weaver, The N Ghetto, Harcourt, Brace &
Co., New York, 1948,~Preface, p. viii
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and whether one ignored it or not, the housing problem
and the race problem were inseparably one."16 Another
planner viewing the situation in light of the idealism
of the post-World War II years, commented:
In this nation today we are at a cross-
roads. There is the opportunity to spread
more widely the impetus established during
the course of the recent conflict or to deal
with minority groups in such a manner as to
make them part of the community; or, on the
other hand, to re-affirm segregation and its
concomitant characteristics.17
These commentators are not referring to the pattern
of segregation alone as the problem area. They are try-
ing to get at something much more fundamental. The state-
ment of the problem is even very difficult for social sci-
entists who have worked long with the relevant material.
Gunnar Myrdal, who has compiled the most authoritative
work on the whole range of Negro problems in America, has
great difficulty in distinguishing between the problem of
segregation and that of areal isolated concentration.
That he separates these two is quite clear. He talks
about "two" patterns of segregation, the distribution of
scattered segregated communities, and then says:
.....if a Northern city has a large number of
Negroes, such a city will tend to have large
16Martin Meyerson and Edward C. Banfield, Politics, Plan-
ning and the Public Interest, The Free Press, Glencoe,
Ill.,~97;,~p.35
17Irving Hand, Race Relations and Cit Planning, unpub-
lished M.C.P. Thesis, M.I.T., 1947, p. 10
areas in which Negroes live separated in space
from the whites. In other words, there are
roughly two patterns of housing segregation in
cities: one is found in Northern cities where
...Negroes live in practically all parts of
the city but only along certain poorer streets
or alleys. The other is found in Northern
cities with a fairly large Negro population...;
there T groes live in a limited number of Black
Belts.
Myrdal, trying to stay within his data and observa-
tions, refused to go along with any particular ecological
locational theory. Yet he is specific in maintaining his
distinction. Regarding the 'Black Belt' areas he says,
The geography of a city also helps deter-
mine the pattern of segregation. In a flat
city like Chicago, which expanded in practical-
ly all directions from a single center, Negroes
are concentrated in the slums around the central
business district and their better class neigh-
borhood stretches out like a spoke from a slum
base. In a hilly city like Cincinnati, Negroes
are concentrated in the lowlands. In a long
narrow city like New York,1 egroes tend to live
in a section of the strip.
Contrasted with this is the pattern of 'traditional'
segregation which tas found among most of the immigrant
groups. The Negro populations in Southern cities, if not
too large a percentage of the total, tend to follow this
pattern.
In Nashville, Tennessee, Negroes are con-
centrated in half a dozen or so communities ,
18Gunnar Myrdal, An American Dilemma, Harper & Brothers,
N.Y., 1944, p. F22; see also all of Chapter 29, Pat-
terns of Social Segregation and Discrimination, pp. 606-
639
19 Ibid.,7 p. 623
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adjacent to white lower class or lower middle
class areas....In the white lower middle class
area... there are two.. .distinctly defined
Negro communities. In the white lower class
area of South Nashville, there are large Negro
communities with poorly defined boundaries.
North Nashville, too, has a large Negro com- O
munity surrounded by white lower class areas.2
Although it is clear~that, as a-social scientist, Myrdal
wants to distinguish between two types of problems, he is
very cautious in his assignment of causes and their effects.
The most lucid distinction he can make is by way of compari-
son with the old immigrant groups.
Within two or three generations, it has
usually been the practice for families which
stemmed from a certain section of Europe to
forget about their ethnic background in
seeking residences and to have the means of
paying higher rents in almost the same pro-
portion as Old Americans.
Negroes meet greater difficulties in
rising economically, educationally, and soci-
ally. But even apart from this, they are kept
as aliens permanently... .Northern Negroes
would similarly be expected to be distributed
throughout Northern cities rather than forced
to remain in the Black Belts, if they were
treated as members of ethnic groups from
Europe are treated....
From this point of view residential seg-
regation may be defined as residential concen-
tration, which, even though it were voluntary
at the beginning or caused by "economic neces-
sity, 1 has been forced upon the group from the
outside: the Negro individual is not allowed
to move out of a "Negro" neighborhood....In
this sense practically all the statistically
observed Negro housing concentration is, in
essence, forced segregation, independent2fthe factors which have brought it about.
20Ibid., Appendix 7, p. 1128
21bid., pp. 620-621
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The additional problem of which these writers were
so convinced from their study or experiences, and yet
had such difficulty in formulating in precise terms, is
becoming quite manifest in more recent analyses. The
pattern for each city is, of course, dependent on local
conditions, but it is clear now that the segregation prob-
lem is no longer only the rise of the Negro 'ghetto,' but
the coming into being of the Negro city in the midst of
the white city. The evidences, much as they vary, indi-
cate that this is the basic feature in the contemporary
problem of segregation. Whereas in the past there may
have been loosely knit ghettos which formed a city of
great diversity, held together by the cement of shared
total environment, now the separation of Negroes has
grown or is rapidly growing to almost city-sized propor-
tions.
Meyerson describes the situation in Chicago, which
is analogous to the evolution found in almost every other
major metropolitan area in the North:
The worst part of the slum areas was the
so-called Black Belt, a district of about six
square miles (according to our estimate) on
the South Side back of the Lake Front where
most of Chicago's Negroes lived. The Black
Belt was only slightly larger in 1950 than at
the end of the first World War, although the
number of non-whites in the city had increased
dramatically --..from 109 595 in 1930 to 277-
731 in 1940 and to 519,43 in 1950....Negro
districts showed little sign of dissolving as
the older colonies of Jews, Poles, Italians
17
and other ethnic minorities had done or were
doing....
Furthermore, segregation was on the in-
crease. In 1950, most Negroes lived in blocks
that were predominantly Negro. The proRgrtion
segregated was higher than ever before,
In another major Northern city a team of commentators ex-
pressed their fear very explicitly. "Today 98% of the
Cleveland metropolitan area's 207,000 Negroes live in the
city proper....The situation is not unique to Cleveland
of course. Let alone, in another generation all of eas-
tern Cleveland might well become a giant Negro ghetto
backed up against white suburbs -- a financial and social
catastrophe."23 This is a much more ominous appraisal of
the Cleveland situation than that made only a decade ear-
lier, while strong racial covenants, though not yet de-
clared unconstitutional, failed to prevent some scatter-
ing tendencies.24
In trying to extend these patterns into the future,
the problem of segregation assumes the character of mam-
moth city-scale concentration.
..... the problem will prove especially diffi-
cult for the newcomers, and not only because
22Meyerson and Banfield, op.cit., pp. 31-32; for more de-
tailed analyses see Duncan and Duncan, p. cit., Chap-
ters V-VII, and Charles Abrams, Forbidden Neighbors,
Harper & Brothers, N.Y., 1955, Chapter X
23Cleveland: City with a Deadline, Arch. Forum, August,
1954, p. 135 (authors not named)
2Weaver, op.cit., p. 104
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so many of them have dark skins. The diffi-
culty in many cities, and especially some of
the biggest ones -- New York and Chicago are
the extreme examples -- the white urban cul-
ture they might assimilate into is receding
befor them; it is drifting off into the sub-
urbs.
By 1970 it is predicted Manhattan will be fifty per cent
non-white, predominantly Negro and Puerto Rican; Chicago
one-quarter Negro; Cleveland, forty per cent Negro; St.
Louis, 45 per cent.26 The Negro city is from every indi-
cation in some form of process in almost every Northern
metropolitan area in the country.
C. RELATIVE INADEQUACY AND SUBSTANDARD QUALITY
OF NEGRO HOUSING
The rapid rate of Negro population growth and the
pattern of increasing segregation are the basic ingredi-
ents that are fundamental to the problem. Undoubtedly,
the most important effect of growth restricted to a con-
centrated segregated area focuses on housing. Negro com-
munities have generally succeeded former immigrant quar-
ters near the centers of major Northern cities. As might
be expected, most of this housing is marginal. Because
the pattern of segregation is much more rigid where the
Negores are concerned and because their purchasing power
is weak when compared to the urban population as a whole,
25Daniel Seligman,"The Enduring Slums," Fortune, December,
1957, p. 147
26Ibid., p. 147
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the tendency toward overcrowding of housing within segre-
gated areas is very marked. Slum areas -- based on indi-
ces of poor housing quality and overcrowding -- become
markedly worse shortly after they become a part of the
segregated Negro community. There seems to be a definite
circle in that Negroes as a group are often identified
with slum living, but the Negro looking for othern alterna-
tives has little or no choice but to live in an area which
was already a slum before he got there. Marginal areas,
which become open to Negroes rapidly deteriorate, largely
because of the pressures which concentrated segregation
puts on a limited housing supply.
Two problems are involved. One is the deterioration
of urban housing per se, and the second is the identifica-
tion of slum or inferior housing conditions with a parti-
cular racial group. Because most of this area is in the
center of cities, the commercial centers of the city in
most Northern metropolitan areas are increasingly becoming
surrounded by huge identifiable racial slums. This pat-
tern of housing ecology in turn divides the Negro from the
rest of the community. There is difficulty in distinguish-
ing Negroes as individuals for the rest of the population;
more and more, the combination of concentrated segregated
areas of poor housing where Negroes live is becoming a
symbol of social disability. This is, of course, related
to the whole problem of social, economic and educational
20
opportunity or discrimination for Negroes in American
society.
I A further problem, significant for all those con-
cerned with the pattern of urban structure, is developing
as a consequence. The marked concentration of Negroes in
very limited areas of poor, or deteriorating housing, and
the identification of these solid Negro communities as in-
ferior in social status, limits the attractiveness of
these districts to most other groups in the urban society.
As programs for housing improvement short of complete
clearance and redevelopment depend on theaction of pri-
vate residents and owners, it may be questioned whether
there will be impetus for improvement in these areas. Ex-
cept for the upper level of the Negro community, there is
little or no incentive to improve living conditions in
these areas. The white residents are often the last sur-
vivors of a deteriorating community, and the poorer Negroes
are 'forced' to overcrowd. Owners in either case have al-
ways to resist the temptation of windfall profits by
squeezing out a maximum price or rent for a minimally
maintained residential structure.27 In the last analysis,
27See William Manchester, "The Life and Times of a Slum
Landlord," The Reporter, November 15, 1956, pp. 24-26.
The following paragraphs are extracted from a recent
article in the New York Times concerning a City Plan-
ning Commission study of an area in Manhattan's West
Side. Although Puerto Ricans are the principal popu-
lation group in this case, the problems are very simi-
lar -- if not the same -- in most urban areas where
Negro occupied areas are concerned (continued on next page)
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the cause is the great imbalance between supply and de-
mand of housing for Negroes.
In its effect on the city, these patterns can add
27(continued)
The report found that the population of the twenty-block
area had increased from 33,000 in 1950 to 39,000 in 1956.
There was a big decrease in the white population, while
the number of Puerto Ricans increased from 1,700 to
13,000. Pointing up the great turnover among tenants,
both white and Puerto Rican the report noted that seven
out of ten families living there in 1956 were newcomers
to the area since 1950.
Of the 15,324 living quarters in the area, 17 per cent
consisted of one-room units (mostly furnished rooms)
occupied by two or more persons. The number of children
under the age of 15 had more than doubled in six years,
resulting in heavy overcrowding in the schools.
Describing how the deterioration of housing and living
standards had accelerated the report said that as banks
and other responsible lenAing institutions put less mort-
gage money into the older properties, private investors
took the risk and then sought quick and large profits.
The pporest families, living in rooming houses and one-
room tenement flats, were found to be paying about twice
as much rent a square foot as the tenants of elevator
apartment houses. The study found that rents averaged
$2.86 a square foot for one-room flats and $2.30 for
brownstone rooming houses, contrasted with $1.30 in ele-
vator apartment buildings.
The total rent yield of the twenty-block area increased
about forty percent in the 1946-56 decade, while the
area's share of the Manhattan tax levy fell 11 per cent,
the report said.
Mr. Felt said the city could not expect any cooperation
from those owners who were getting exhorbitant rents on
badly deterioratd& properties. Strict enforcement of
building, health and sanitary codes may bring some im-
provements or put them out of business.- Many such pro-
perties will be acquired by the city and resold.
Article on report by New York Planning Commission on
Twenty-Block Renewal Area West of Central Park, N.Y.
Times, April 23, 1958, p. 29
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only to a weakening of the financial and political fab-
ric, and in the end lessen the ability of cities to deal
with their other problems.28 A metropolitan population
pattern based on growing concentrated segregation of a
race identified with a lower class status in the center
and suburban developments, avoiding municipal leadership
responsibility, can only frustrate attempts to plan for
a healthy city.
Of all the contemporary spokesmen familiar with this
problem, none has spoken more directly or knowingly than
Charles Abrams. He continually remarks on the identifi-
cation of slums and deteriorated housing with Negro com-
munities, and the difference between this and the assimi-
lation of the old European immigrant groups.
The contention that the slum and the Negro
concentration were now one and the same received
support from the fact that as early as 1952 of
the 45,450 families to be displaced by slum
clearance under the federal urban renewal program,
all but 13,650 were listed as nonwhite....
Though the slum continued to be an index of
poverty in American cities, and it had increasing-
ly become a Negro slum, most studies continued
emphasizing the relationship between poverty and
without identifying slum poverty with slum occu-
pancy by new minorities.
...the slum had also become a ghetto restric-
ted by social as well as economic compulsions.
In the case of previous immigrants, the slum, the
ghetto, and the slum-ghetto had all evolved within
a rough limit of choice. As economic conditions
improved, the white slum dweller could move into
better surroundings. He might still choose to
28 -ee Morton Grodzins, "Metropolitan Segregation," Scien-
tific American, October, 1957
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live with his own group in a better neighbor-
hood if he could afford it, or move into bet-
ter housing in a more diversified neighborhood.
For him ability to pay rather than status or
race had been the determining criterion in the
dwelling market.
With the new nonwhite migrations, elements
of compulsion -- physical, social, economic and
sometimes even legal -- now circumscribed the
movements of the new minorities, particularly
of those who were nonwhite. These limitations
upon their mobility were reinforced by two simul-
taneous developments.
1. The growth of a white suburbia.
2. An increasing emphasis on social homo-
geneity in American life.2 9
The condition and quality of the houping which Negroes
occupy reflect their purchasing power and vary from city
to city. The national figures of urban non-white housing
in 1950 indicate 18 per cent of non-white dwelling units
had more than 1.51 persons per room, compared to 4 per
cent for urban whites. Fifteen per cent of non-white
families were doubled up, sharing facilities with other
families, which was three times the rate for white fami-
lies. The proportion of overcrowding in non-white rental
housing increased from 20 to 23 per cent between 1940 and
1950, and was three and one-half times as high as for white
renters. The non-white increase in population was one-
fourth greater than the corresponding increase in the num.
ber of household units occupied by non-whites. Other sig-
nificant urban comparisons indicate that, while only 5
29Charles Abrams, Pover and Discrimination, Chapter Two,
Implications of the Study," N.Y. S.C.A.D. (unpublished
at this date), February, 1958, pp. 12-13
per cent of white families had seven or more members, 35
per cent of white households had six or more rooms; 12
per cent of Negro families had seven members or more, but
only 17 per cent of Negro households contained at least
six rooms.30 "In non-farm housing only, the proportion
of dilapidated homes among non-whites was five times as
high as among whites (27 per cent compared with 5.1+ per
cent) and, in addition, the proportion of homes not di-
lapidated but lacking in one or more of piped running
water, private flush toilet, private bathtub or shower was
more than twice as high among non-whites as among whites
(35 per cent compared with 17 per cent)." 3 1
The 1950 census reveals that 1+0 per cent of non-white
homes had neither private bath nor shower, compared to 9
per cent for white households; there were no flush toilets
in 42 per cent of non-white households, 10 per cent in
white ones. The high proportion of urban Negroes living
in the South partially accounts for the fact that 72 per
cent of Negro dwelling units had no central heating and
20 per cent no electricity, compared to about 1+0 per cent
and 2 per cent respectively for whites.32 The rise in
30Figures cited are from Division of Housing Research,
H.H.F.A. Housing of the Nonwhite Population 1940-1950
U.S. Govi Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1992, pp.
9 and 10
31Ibid., p. 2
32Ibid., p. 12
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median rents between 191+0 and 1950 was 108 per cent for
non-whites, 64 per cent for whites. "These rent diffe-
rentials appear more than compensated by the much lower
quaility and hence value of housing to which non-whites
have been generally constricted.t33 The assembling of
this and similar data led the Housing and Home Finance
Agency to venture,
Evidence of the pressure on non-white
households to acquire more and better housing
emerges from the data on their excessive over-
crowding, doubling, and occupancy of substan-
dard dwelling units, as well as from their im-
proved economic status.34
The aggregate figures only begin to tell the story.
As already indicated, Negro communities in Northern cities
are tending toward patterns of concentrated segregation.
Seen with respect to particular cities with sizeable Negro
populations, the housing available to Negroes presents an
even poorer picture. To a large degree, the very factor
of segregation is responsible for the increased indices of
deterioration over the national figures. Examination of
a few cities brings this whole problem into relief.
Two of the most significant studies done on this re-
lationship between Negro population and housing conditions
in Northern cities have been done in Philadelphia and Chi-
cago. The Philadelphia Housing Association in 1953 did a
33Ibid., p. 2
34Ibid., p. 32
survey of problems in Negro housing in that metropolitan
area. They found that population grew in a pattern that
might have been expected. Non-white population in the
city increased from 4.9 per cent in 1900 to 18.3 per cent
in 1950. The greatest decade increase was from 1940 to
1950 when the Negro population rose 125,000 to 378,968.
The white population of Philadelphia added only 14,060 or
less than one per cent of total city population during
the same period.35
The 1940 to 1950 decade also noted a sharp increase
in the trend toward segregation. By 1950 almost 90 per
cent of the Negro population was found in three areas,
which being adjacent were tending to merge. The relation-
ship between this increasing concentration and housing de-
terioration was unmistakable in the report.
Philadelphia's Negro population is concen-
trated in forty (of 404) census tracts in which
Negro households constitute the majority.
In these tracts are approximately one-
seventh of the city's households, but nearly two-
thirds of the Negro-households. Here are 40 per
cent of the city's substandard dwelling units,
and nearly one-third of the crowded dwelling
units.
The number of dwelling units occupied by
Negroes in these areas increased from 43 686 in
1940 to 66,203 in 1950. Thus nearly 23,600 addi-
tional Negro families moved into these tracts
during the decade, or nearly two-thirds of the
city's total increase in Negro families. In
35From City of Philadelphia, Commission on Human Relatiors,
Philadelphia's Negro Population, Philadelphia Housing
Association,.Philadelphia, October, 1953
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1940, 55 per cent ofaall dwelling units in
these tracts were occupied by Negro house-
holds; by 1950 the ratio of Negro households
in these tracts had increased to 76 per cent.
The change in these areas was not simply
a process of one white family moving out and
a Negro family moving in. While nearly
13,000 white families moved out, 23,000 Negro
families moved in....
Nearly two-fifths of the Negro house-
holds in these areas occupied substandard
dwellings....either dilapidated or without
essential sanitary facilities, wheareas only
about one-fifth of white families iJ6 these
areas occupied substandard housing.
Yet these statistics do not begin to tell the story.
One indication of how severe the problem is as it con-
cerns the Negro may be surmised from the areas certified
for redevelopment. While twenty per cent of the city's
households are in urgent need of treatment, over half of
the Negro population is included in this sum. Even where
housing for Negroes may meet minimum physical standards,
the neighborhood and social environment may be such as to
jeopardize any real feeling of adequate shelter. As the
Negro slums become more extensive and merge, there will
exist an area of about 15 to 20 square miles where over
300,000 Negroes and fewer than 50,000 white people live
around the commercial core of the city. Even good housing
in this area will be subject to constant pressure of over-
crowding. The higher rates of social disorganization
associated with slum-poverty areas will permeate even the
36Ibidl pp. 7-8
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best sections of this segregated concentration. Problems
of maintenance and financing of improvements in this area
are bound to be more difficult than in the city as a whole
for the paradoxical reasons that landlords squeeze more
money from dilapidated properties and lending institu-
tions usually consider pockets of good housing surrounded
by racial slums very poor risks.
The most recent detailed account of Negro population
and housing conditions as they have developed .in a major
Northern metropolitan area is The Negro Population of
Chicago by Otis Dudley and Beverly Duncan, published in
1957. The picture here varies somewhat from that in
Philadelphia, but the overall pattern is quite similar.
In many instances, Chicago has been a leader in the types
of problems that later developed, or are only just now
emerging in other Northern metropolitan areas. Racial
concentration and segregation have increased every decade
since 1920. During that thirty-year period Negro popula-
tion increased from 109,1+58 to 492,265, or from 4+.1 to
13.6 per cent of the city's population.
In 1920 there were no Negroes residing in
almost exclusively Negro tracts (census tracts
in which Negroes comprise 97.5 per cent or more
of the residents); but the proportions of the
city's Negro population residing in almost ex-
clusively Negro tracts were 19.0 per cent in
1930, 1+92 per cent in 1940, and 52.9 per cent
in 1950.
37Duncan and Duncan, op-cij,, pp. 95-96
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Housing conditions for Negroes in Chicago are as bad
as they have ever been, in spite of the great economic
and educational gains made by Negroes in recent decades.
In 1950, according to the Duncans, over half of the Negro
population of Chicago was housed in substandard units.38
Here again, the relationship between increasing Negro
concentration and segregation strongly determines the con-
dition of housing available to Negroes.
In summary, non-white housing conditions
are less satisfactory than white; the diffe-
rence appears to have increased, if anything,
over the 1940-50 decade; and the difference
is by no means accounted for solely by the
relative economic advantage of the white popu-
lation. Going somewhat beyohd a strict inter-
pretation of the data, one infers that non-
white housing conditions reflect both the eco-
nomic disadvantage of the Negro and the non-
economic restrictions on his access to the
housing market. Partly in order to pool in-
comes and partly because of the limited housing
supply, Negroes resort to doubling-up of fami-
lies and incorporation of non-family members
into their households....It does not seem far-
fetched, therefore, to attribute some of the
irregularity of Negro family life and the
social-personal disorganization related there-
to to the predicament of the Negro engaged in
search for adequate living quarters. No doubt
the causal relationships in this situation are
complex, but it can hardly be doubted that the
housing problem is integrally related 1 other
problems of Negroes in the metropolis.
The Duncans' findings on the various indices of hou-
sing quality show that, as in Philadelphia, the Negroes
38Ibid., pp. 86-87
39Ibid., pp. 83-84
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are far worse off than the white population. The real
contribution of the Chicago work is in its tracing of the
process of residential succession, that is, the replace-
ment of one population group in an area by another. As
applied to Negro succession, the process has generally
four stages: penetration, invasion, consolidation and
piling-up. The first two stages deal with census tracts
having fewer than 250 non-white residents; the third,
when Negro population increases both in numbers and pro-
portion; and the final stage of piling-up occurs when the
district becomes virtually all non-white and overcrowding
begins to appear.
The importance of these studies can be appreciated
from two conclusions. Between 1940 and 1950 there was not
a single census tract in Chicago that did not continue the
succession process once the third or consolidation phase
had been entered. In the same decade it was noticed that,
except in special instances such as the taking of land for
public purposes, population continued to increase in what
were already piling-up tracts in 19+0. This population
increased even though most of these districts were already
overcrowded in 191+0 and the total number of dwelling units
remained constant or even decreased by 1950.0
Philadelphia and Chicago are only two cities, and the
40Ibid., Chapters VI-VIII
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problems of Negro population, segregation and housing are
never quite the same from one city to another. Indeed,
the situation in Salt Lake City cannot be expected to be
the same as that in Detroit. Yet so many elements of the
process are common that the situations described in the
two cities above indicate the pattern developing in most
Northern metropolitan areas. In some situations the prob-
lems may even be further developed; in most cities, it
has not progressed so far.
D. OTHER ASPECTS OF THE PROBLEM
4 Up to this point only those aspects of the problem
which directly influence city development and planning
have been described. There are other related aspects to
this pattern which, while not directly the concern of the
city planner, are importantly related to the total problem
It would be well to look into these trends.
Although shelter is viewed as one of the necessities
of life, like food and clothing, it is an economic item
and must be bid for competitively in the market. The rela-
tive economic ability to pay for housing is necessarily re-
lated to income, occupation and education. In all of these
fields, Negroes have suffered from their inferior place in
American society. The fact is that the Civil War and the
days of slavery are less than a century behind us and even
32
as late as 1900 over 80 per cent of the Negroes in this
country were still living in the states of the Confede-
racy. l
Slowly, but nevertheless steadily, the relative posi-
tion of Negroes in American society has begun to improve.
The greatest strides of all have been made since 1940,
and if there is much ground to cover yet before Negroes
will reach the mean of national social and economic sta-
tistics, the impetus for improvement seems stronger than
any counter tendency.
There are at least three areas of special importance
which may indirectly influence planning decisions dealing
with problems of racial integration. Expansion of oppor-
tunity and lessening of the differences between Negroes
and the general community can be gauged roughly by income,
education and the occupations. In one sense, these are
the real problem areas, for the crux of Negroes' segre-
gation lies in their lack of equal status in American so-
ciety. As a growth of standards among Negro communities
in Northern cities takes place, then the transition to
greater integration will become easier to realize.
The development of Negro potential depends
on the expansion of economic opportunity in a
still deeper sense. For the Negro population
to be able to compete on an equal basis for
4lRose, opcit., p. 61+
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professional, scientific, managerial, skilled,
and other desirable jobs will require a revolu-
tion in all levels of Negro education, and be-
yond this, in the values and aspirations, the
living conditions, and the community environ-
ments of large groups in the Negro population.
All of this, in turn, depends in large part on
the opportunities of Negroes to earn larger in-
comes. Thus, the opening up of engineering
jobs to qualified Negroes in the North has no
immediate meaning for the Negro farm hand in
Alabama. Nor will it have meaning for his
children or grandchildren unless he is first
able to escape the poverty, ignorance, and
isolation of the marginal farm in the South.
But if he does escape, even if only to a job
as a sweeper in a factory, his children's op-
portunities to,+ evelop their potential will be
much enhanced.
Although great advances have been made by Negroes in
the last fifty years, much of this has been preparatory
and with emphasis on opening up opportunity areas. In
1900, 77 per cent of the Negroes in the United States were
living in rural areas almost entirely in the South and
these, with but few exceptions, were illiterate and in a
state of dire poverty. By 1950, only733 per cent of
American Negroes were living in the rural South; 63 per
cent of the country's Negroes were living in urban areas.
Educational, social and vocational potential had broadened
remarkably, but were still far below the U.S. norms. The
gains up to this decade are only the prelude to the greater
gains to come in the next generation or two. On an over-
all comparison in 1954, median income for white families
k2E1i Ginzberg, The Negro Potential, Columbia University
Press, New York, 1956, p. 13
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in the U.S. was $4,339, compared to non-white (of which
95.per cent is Negro) of $2,410. Total urban population
comparisons were $4,827 for whites, $2,876 for non-whites.
Significantly, in breaking down these figures, urban non-
whit families' median income was 66 per cent of white
families' in the Northeast and North Central regions com-
pared to only 56 per cent in the South. The discrepancy
for rural-farm income was much greater. In the South,
where 98 per cent of rural-farm Negroes live, median
family income for non-whites was $742 in 1954 compared
to a national median for white families of $2,157 and
$1,516 in the South for white families.43
The occupational picture for Negroes reveals a
broadening of opportunities in recent years, but much of
the movement was horizontal. Vertical gains will be in-
creasingly emphasized in the coming decades. An indica-
tion of changes in occupational distribution iay be gauged
from the following table.
43Figures cited are based on Ginzberg, op.cit., Chapter
II, esp. pp. 15, 16. For more detailed analysis and
statistical background, see U.S. Congress, Joint Com-
mittee on the Economic Report, Characteristics of the
Low-Income Population and Related Federal Programs,
Govt Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1955
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TABLE IV44
Occupational Distribution of Employed Males
B Race and Region, 170and 195
1950 1940
Prof e ssional,
Technical and
Kindred Wrkrs
South Other Regions South Other Regions
Negr2 White Negro White Negro White Negro White
2.0% 7.0% 2.6% 8.3% 1.6% 4.9% 3.1% 6.3%
Managers, Offi-
cials & Propri- 1.4
etors
Clerical and
Sales Workers
11.5
2.4 12.9
Crafftsmen, Fore 6.4
men & Kdred s6.4
Operatives and 18.6
Kindred Workers
Service Wrkrs 11.2
Non-Farm
Laborers 23.6
3.0 11.7
7.8 14.2
18.5 10.8 20.4
0.9 10.2
1.2 11.7
3.6 12.8
2.8 10.9
5.6 14.8
7.7 16.7
18.7 27.4 20.8 10.9 16.0 19.6 20.0
3.7 21.4
5.8 24.9
5.8 11.2
7.0 20.6
4.5 32.6 6.6
6.1 24.5 8.1
Total Non-Farm
Workers
Farmers and
Farm Workers
65.6 78.1
34.4 21.9
97.9 88.2 50.0 66.2 95.9 83.4
2.1 11.8 50.0 33.8 4.1 16.6
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
44 Based on Ginzberg, 2p.cit., Table 4, p. 23
Total
While it is true that Negroes in the North do not make
any substantial movement into upper-level occupations be-
tween 191+0 and 1950, the cities of the North and West did
absorb almost two million poorly educated, mostly unskilled
Negro migrants from the South. The fact that Negroes have
maintained their relative strength in urban occupations
indicates a remarkable gain, considering the fact that about
one-third of the Northern Negro labor force in 1950 con-
sisted of Southern migrants who moved during the previous
decade. tfThe actual number of Negro men outside the South
in upper-level jobs -- that is, all occupations excepting
operatives, service workers, and laborers -- increased
from less than 110,000 in 1940 to almost 270,000 in 1950."4
The impetus for changes still in operation today was the
industrial manpower shortage which occurred during World
War II.
World War II brought striking changes. First,
the surplus labor market disappeared almost over-
night and in place of too many workers there were
suddenly too few. In place 6ffintermittent work
or no work at all, which had found jobs waiting
for them -- jobs which provided not only a full
9week's work, but often considerable overtime in
addition. A further result was the employment of
large numbers of Negroes in industries where they
had never worked before. Another significant fac-
tor was the new fair employment practices policy
enforced in many sectors by the Rederal government
....Similar policies have since been enacted into 46law by fifteen states and by some local governments.
45Ibid., p. 37
46Ibid., p. 36; see also Abrams, N.Y. S.C.A.D. study, p.cit.,
pp. 17-24
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The educational patterns indicate also that the great
force at work in improving the Negro condition in recent
years has been more of a broadening than an upward move-
ment. Illiteracy in the United States is hard to deter-
mine. Although a good many have some language skills, the
Army during World War II considered anyone who did not
have the equivalent of five years of schooling a functio-
nal illiterate. The following tables give some relevant
comparisons of Negroes? educational standing.
In 1950 there were less than 10,000 Negro college
graduates and two-thirds of these were from Southern
schools which are predominantly racial and inferior in
educational standards."9 The gains in higher education
for Negroes to date have been minor compared to the great
strides in wiping out illiteracy and establishing a broad
base of population with at least some exposure to public
school education.
Viewing the problem in its total pattern, it is clear
that the gains made by Negroes up till now have been
49Ibid., p.51+. A very excellent review of all aspects of
Negro education may be found in a book which summarizes
the most thorough study ever made on the subject. The
study was made by the Fund for the Advancement of Educa-
tion and financed by the Ford Foundation. Its purpose
was to compile objective data to help reach a deeper
understanding of some of the problems involved in Southern
school integration, but it covered much more ground than
the segregation-integration issue. See Harry S. Ashmore,
The Negro and the Schools, Univ. of N.C. Press, Chapel
Hill, N.C.~ E954~ esp. Chapters 2, 3, 6, 7, 9 and 11
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TABLE VF
Elementary Schooling of Men Born in 1931-32,
B Race and Region, 1
South
Less.than 5 yrs of schooling
5-8 yrs of schooling
Total with no more than
elementary schooling
White Negro
19.4%
Other Regions
White Negro
1.7% 5.2%
25.5 41.7 13.9 21.9
31.7% 61.1% 15.6% 27.1%
TABLE VI 8
Percen of Males Who Were High School Graduates,
By Race, Region, and e Group, 0
South Other Regions
White Negro White Negro
Older generation (born
1905-1909)
Younger generation
(born 1926-1930)
24.1 5.4
42.0 14.7
30.4 13.5
56.4 31.3
47Ginzberg, p.cit., p. 46
4 8Ibid., p. 47
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preliminary and preparatory for the gains to come in the
coming decades. From a property-less, uneducated and
rural group, concentrated in the section of the country
where there was the least opportunity for them, the whole
basis of Negro life in America has changed during the last
two generations. Migrations have been and still are chan-
ging the pattern to urban living, broader occupational
ranges, minimum educational experiences for almost the en-
tire urban Negro community and the growth of opportunity
for future gains. With these developments ha-se occurred a
vast movement of Negro population to Northern metropolitan
areas. Although Negroes generally do not make up a high
percentage (over 10 per cent) of metropolitan populations,
they are increasingly being crowded into a very limited
number of 'ghettos' which have greater problems than any
of the previous ghettos in American society. A combina-
tion of economic poverty and racial fear is establishing
the seeds of 'Negro Cities' in all the Northern cities
where there has been substantial Negro population growth.
The problem of these center cities as it concerns housing
inadequacies, overcrowding, the increase of costly social
services, even the attraction of new investment to old
downtowns, will increasingly become one of the segregation
or integration of the Negro potential into the metropolitan
area. Certainly, the Negro community has begun to push
into the middle range of incomes, occupations and
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educational achievement, and will tend to go higher in the
future. It seems that planning in these cities, even if
only by evasion, will have to come to grips with the rise
of the 'Negro City.'
II CONSEQUENCES OF SEGREGATION POLICY
Temporary segregation, based on the great differences
between groups in a culture -- and the admittedly unequal
status of one group, may be normal and natural if there is
no bar to eventual equality. Imperfect as it has been,
this has been the experience of European immigrant groups.
Because of the color factor, the Negro may find that as
he approaches the ability to handle himself as a respon-
sible citizen, he may be more confined and identified as
a Negro not quite entitled to the full role he seeks as a
citizen.
The principal problem of segregation is one involving
the social structure of the city. Social segregation also
affects land-use and therefore concerns the professional
planning of land-use. But the racial segregation problem
is not one which can be understood in land-use terms alone.
There are other consequences of this segregation. Some of
these are not planning issues, but they certainly affect
the city and the 'climate' in which the planner works. All
the consequences of the problem have social costs, and most
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social costs mean financial costs to the city. Money spent
on coping with the consequences or in maintaining segrega-
tion means either higher municipal budgets or smaller ap-
propriations for planning programs and activity. Thus,
although social disorganization associated with racial
segregation may not be a direct planning problem, it has
direct bearing on the planners' own work.
When there is social disorganization, usually its
causes may be adequately described without reference to
segregation. What fragments of evidence exist indicate
that segregation and/or discrimination only extenuate dis-
organization. It is because of this relationship that the
factors of segregation are usually brushed off as having
only peripheral bearing on whatever behavior pattern is
in question. This is indeed a sorry error. In the other
direction, the attempt to Drove that anti-social actions
are caused by segregation is also an error. Segregation
as a pattern is only the 'field' from which these actions
arise. Myrdal never allowed himself to get caught up in a
cause-effect argument and yet, as the most widely recog-
nized commentator on American Negro life, he was sure that
segregation colored all his objective statistical findings.
The fact that social segregation involves a
substantial element of discrimination will add
its influence to this vicious circle. (i.e.,the
inequality in social performance between Negroes
and whites). Negroes are given inadequate edu-
cation, health protection, and hospitalization;
they are segregated into districts where pub-
lic services of water provision, sewage and
garbage removal, street cleaning, street
lighting, street paving, police protection
and everything else is neglected or withheld
while vice is often allowed. All this must
keep the Negro masses inferior and provide
reasons for the further discrimination in po-
litics, justice and breadwinning.
Under these circumstances there develops
what John M. Mecklin calls "the curious dual-
ism in the social conscience or a double stan-
dard of conduct, one for the white and another
for the black," which puts the Negro in a,
still more inferior social position. This is
partly the result of.social segregation and
discrimination but, at the same time, it gives
justification to the whites insisting upon
their supremacy and for relegating the Negroes
to a subordinate position. Here again we see
the vicious circle in operation. It makes the
task of the educator and reformer difficult.
"As long as it is possible for a Negro to vio-
late half of the commands of the decalogue and
still not lose social standing with his group
it is useless to hope for material improvement."
The ambition of the Negro youth is cramped not
only by the severe restrictions placed in his
way by segregation and discrimination, but al-
so by the low expectation from both white and
Negro society. He is not expected to make good
in the same way as the white youth. And if he
is not extraordinary, he will not expect it
himself an will not really put his shoulder to
the wheel.
The actual social disorganization among Negroes can
easily be associated with their poverty and inferior status
compared to the social norms of Northern cities. A recent
report issued in New York indicates that in January, 1957,
twelve out of every one hundred non-whites were on relief
rolls compared to only one in a hundred for whites.5l it
50Myrdal, o2.cit., p. 64+3
51Abrams, N.Y. S.C.A.D. Report, p.cit., p. 7
is reported that 35 per cent of the crime rate is charged
to Negroes in New York, although they make up less than
half that proportion of the city's population.52 Myrdal
noted in his study the higher crime rates for Negroes in
Northern cities and commented:
The great bulk of the crime among Negroes
has the same causes as that among whites. It
is only the differences between the two rates
for which we have had to seek special explana-
tion. There are the same variations in the
crime rate between social classes among Negroes
as among whites: the upper and middle classes
among Negroes are at least as law abiding as
the corresponding classes among whites; much of
the differential in gross crime rate lies in
the fact that the proportio of lower class
Negroes is so much greater. 3
Higher rates of broken families, prostitution, dis-
ease -- both physical and mental -- narcotic addiction54
52Time Magazine, February 24, 1958, p. 19. See also, "The
Negro Crime Rate," Time, April 21, 1958, p. 16. For a
general discussion of crime in New York, see Harrison E.
Salisbury, "The Shook-up Generation," a series of articles
which appeared in the New York Times, March 24-30 1958,
esp. articles appearing March 26 and 27. Mr. Salisbury
associates crime rates with 'neighborhoods' and 'poverty'
more than with segregation. But remembering Charles
Abrams' point, segregation divides neighborhoods along
racial lines and identifies certain racial groups with
poverty. The admittedly much higher crime rate among
Negroes indicates that, though Mr. Salisbury may be cor-
rect for purposes of his articles, he side-steps the
racial differences in crime rates. Another journalistic
report does emphasize segregation and racial separation
as factors in New York's crime rate, but as in the Salis-
bury articles, generalizes on case data rather than over-
all statistical analysis. See P.B. Bart and Louis Kraar
"Crisis in New York," Wall St. Journal, February 11, 195A,
pp. 1, 16. See also Abramsgo .cit., N.Y. S.C.A.D. Re-
port, pp. 3-5, 14, esp. 24-29,7452W2, 51
53Myrdal, op.cit., pp. 978-979
54Ibid., Chapters 6 and 44
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when found among Negroes in Northern cities can often be
put down as the result of greater poverty; but it is un-
realistic to ignore the part segregation plays in extenu-
ating these conditions.
Integration in the armed forces was largely accomp-
lished in one year during the Korean police action. The
great improvement in Negro performance which was noted a
short time after integration strongly indicates that seg-
regation was a significant factor in poorer previous show-
ings among Negroes.55 Differences in school performance
in five New York cities, noted in a S.C.A.D. study,56
had correlation with the amount of segregation although
more immediate social causes were cited to account for the
differences,57 Indications from two years of experience
with an integrated school system in Washington, D.C., show
that improvement in Negro performance has been significant
since segregation ceased.58
The evidence that segregation accents most Northern
cities' housing problems is clearer. In its simplest terms,
segregation acts as an artificial control on the economic
55Ginzberg, o.cit., Chapter 4+, pp. 61-86
56Eunice and George Greer, Negroes in Five New York Cities,
N.Y. State Commission Against Discrimination, N.Y., 1958
57The principal correlation was the number and date of ar-
rival of Southern Negro migrants in the total Negro popu-
lation of these cities.
S8Ashmore, op.cit., Chapter 9, pp. 85-94, and Washington
Post, June 1;71957
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mechanism of supply and demand in housing. The end of
segregation will not, of course, lead to a solution of all
housing problems; but some of the worst features of the
present situation would certainly change. Overcrowding,
neighborhood deterioration, the piling-up of social prob-
lems and the poor attention given to such areas by city
governments are indirectly consequences of segregation.
Even one of the strongest government tools for deal-
ing with housing problems is very much blunted by segre"
gated city patterns. Public housing activities of local
agencies are, in part, means of helping the poor who other-
wise could not obtain decent housing on the market. Since
the early days of the program, the urban poor who qualify
for public housing have included an increasing proportion
of non-whites. Aside from other faults, public housing
has often shored up segregated patterns. There are two.
chief complaints. By rigorously controlling occupancy and
density standards in project areas, the net result in
cities where segregation runs strong is actually to in-
crease pressure on the remaining housing available to Ne-
groes. This promotes greater overall deterioration of their
housing than there was before slum clearancewpublic housing
was undertaken. Secondly, where projects are built in pre-
dominantly Negro areas or become known as Negro projects,
the pattern of segregation becomes more fixed and permanent,
rooted and re-inforced in standard units with at least a
40-year expected utilization. Eventual answers, then,
have the added difficulty of overcoming inflexible pub-
lic programs. That this is no small matter is emphasized
by Charles Abrams in the l958 S.C.A.D. report.
If economic and social stratification are
permitted to take root, the new identifiable
minority groups may become the first important
exception in the American scheme of equal op-
portunity. The most effective force against
this development is the unyielding concern of
a responsible public and of an informed and
unselfish leadership to whom the security of
American principle~ is as vital as the security
of America itself. 9
This brings up the most fundamental issue in this whole
range of problems. Segregation is not merely a physical
problem for the city which results in certain demonstrable
physical deficiencies, some of which are the legitimate
concern of physical planners. Segregation can itself be
a beneficial or useful thing if it is temporary or transi-
tory. The danger is that residential segregation will be-
come a permanent means of racial adjustment. Then, prob-
lems of social values and goals become intertwined with
59Abrams, N.Y. S.C.A.D. Report, 2.cit., p. 51. See also
p. 14 et al. Many of the ideas discussed with regard to
public housing and segregation are taken from notes of a
lecture given by Miss Elizabeth Wood, former Executive
Staff Director of the Chicago Housing Authority, at an
M.I.T. Housing Seminar lecture in October, 1956. See al-
so Reginald R. Isaacs, "The 'Neighborhood' Concept,"
Journal of Housing, July and (esp.) August, 1948; Cathe-
rine Bauer, "The Dreary Deadlock of Public Housing,"
Arch. Forum, May, 1957, p. 140 (see esp. p. 219)
city physical problems and, by implication, the process
of land-use planning. To separate the physical from the
social problems may be necessary for specific planning
studies or programs; to avoid consideration of ultimate
social values and goals concerning segregation may at the
same time lead to a self-defeating type of planning. Fran-
cis Bacon said a long time ago: "What man will not alter
for the better, time, the great innovator, will alter for
the worse."
The problems involving the rise of Negro population in
Northern cities with the concurrent tendency to increase
segregation, establish a stress in the operation of the
American value system. As long as Negroes were not equal-
ly prepared to participate in social, political and econo-
mic life, a pattern of segregation as a temporary measure
might make sense. As Negroes advance rapidly in their de-
velopment, an increase in the pattern of segregation is
tantamount to an exclusion (aside from so-called voluntary
segregation) from participation in the full responsibilities
and benefits of equal citizenship with the dominant white
groups. Physical segregation in urban residential areas
is the most important single symbol of this condition.
There are also other consequent problems developing as
a result of the increase in segregation to city-size pro-
portions. One of special interest to planners is the
latent crisis in city leadership. A pattern emerging in
all of the Northern cities with rapidly rising percentages
of Negro population is a steady decrease of upper middle-
income families. Eventually, a weakening of the resour-
ces for municipal leadership will occur. The political
divisions within large metropolitan areas may soon become
color walls. Instead of an amalgamation and sharing of
common metropolitan problems, the welfare of self-interest
of 'lily white' suburban communities will represent another
obstacle to solving many problems besides those of segre-
gation.60
The conclusions drawn from this examination are these.
Segregation per se is not a planning problem. It is a
social issue, but under certain circumstances may create
effects which fall in the range of planning issues. The
situation of Negroes in Northern cities today does raise
both direct and indirect planning questions. As Negro
populations rise, segregation is tending to become city-
size in those areas specifically associated with Negro
living. This definitely has a strong effect on present
land-use ahdis an unavoidable issue for projected-land-use
60 The discussion of the effect of segregation on political,
cultural, social and other forms of leadership is one of
the particular points of emphasis in a recent article.
See Morton Grodzins, "Metropolitan Segregation," Scienti-
fic American, October, 1957
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planning. There are also a host of other complicated
problems,for example, housing market distortionvand social
disorganization, which are of varying relevance to the
work of the professional planner. The obvious question
of how the planner might work with these problems raises
itself. In attemptingaa partial answer, the planning as-
pects of the problems posed may be separated by an opera-
tional approach, that is, by examining the relevant pro-
fessional planning techniques to see how they might apply.
The needs of the citizens collectively -- i.e., of
the community generally -- are also those needs, consi-
dered collectively, and a few more besides. Thus, the
healthy and pleasant living conditions and the various
facilities for one set of individuals must not be ob-
tained at the sacrifice of those of another set, or in
a way that is wasteful of the resources of the communi-
ty as a whole. And since the community as well as the
individual has an organic life of its own, it is neces-
sary that the physical form of the town should do no-
thing to hinder the development of that life. It should
not, for example, do anything through the creation of
physical barriers to hinder the social intermingling and
cooperation of the various 'classes.' It should rather
by its very form assist in the breaking down instead of
the building up of those barriers which already exist.
Thomas Sharp
Town Planning, 1940,
pp. 73-74
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CHAPTER II
THE PLANNING TOOLS APPLICABLE TO THE PROBLEM
The vast range of racial conflicts in American life
has been the concern of an increasing number of action
groups. The problems surveyed in Chapter One are those
extracted from a much greater field placed in some rela-
tion to the interests of city planners. Because the as-
pect of the total problem in which the planner might be
concerned is limited to where social problems touch on
city development, difficulties may arise. On the one hand,
any separation of the total problem of the Negroes' assi-
miletion into urban life into compartments is almost im-
possible. On the other hand, much as he may have to have
understanding, insight and ideas as to the general picture,
the planner as a professional must narrow his attention to
those areas of the problem which directly concern his work.
The position taken here will tend toward the conser-
vative side. Although aware of conflicts between groups
within the city, the planner can consider this problem only
inasmuch as his judgment and study reveal that the city will
not develop as it could or should according to best plan-
ning principles. This view holds that the planner enters
the scene when a problem exists which, if unchecked, will
act to the detriment of good city growth. When he deals
with traffic conditions, the planner is concerned with both
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future projections and the evidences of the problem's
existence in the present. The same would hold in dealing
with racial segregation. At this stage of discussion, the
goals involved are the solution or improvement in demonst-
rable physical city problems. In the final chapter, this
discussion will be extended into a consideration of goals
not so directly linked to the appearance of problems. Be-
fore then, it seems more useful to limit our planning con-
siderations to the factors brought up in Chapter One.
Several of the techniques used by planning agencies
have relevance; in this chapter they will be examined as
to what their use and potential might be when applied to
city Negro problems. If eventually a program is to be
formulated specifically intended to deal with this range
of questions, then it would be well to try to isolate the
major available tools and see how they might be applied.
Following this procedure, ten recognized planning tech-
niques will be studied. They are the most important means
of determining how planners can define both the limits of
the problems and professional programs.
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I Ten Applicable Planning Techniques
A. Planning Survey
The beginning of a professional planning approach to
new types of undertaking is the survey. In most instances,
as with our case, there are two factors operating. One is
the awareness of an existing problem; the other is the
feeling of necessity for action. The objective of the sur-
vey is to bring to light the conditions which are most re-
lated to the problems and the objective facts themselves
which constitute the evidences of the problem.
It is the use of this tool which begins most planning
work. In a study of racial problems as they affect city
planning, it is especially important. Emotion and pre-
formed judgments are constant dangers in dealing with con-
troversial subjects. Politicians and even planning offi-
cials are subject to basing policy and analysis on poor or
inadequate survey work. This is well illustrated in Meyer-
son's book regarding public housing in Chicago during the
late 40's and early 50s*61 The absence of a comprehen-
sive planning survey in that situation was one of the fac-
tors which allowed for such poor acceptance and agreement
with the policies put forward by the Housing Authority.
The survey is in essence the factual basis for dis-
61Meyerson and Banfield, ocit., pp. 35, 53, and Chapter
10, pp. 269-283
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cussion of the problem and the creation of policies and
programs. In dealing with Negro problems in city devel-
opment, the planning survey is particularly important.
Although planning agencies may vary in their capacities
to undertake extensive surveys, at least three topics
should be fundamental to all attempts in this field, First
is the study of segregation development -- or the history
of segregated groups -- in the individual city and how
this compares with the Negro population's background in
the community. Even at a relatively superficial level,
such study will prove useful. It has been said with some
justification that the government which governs least, go-
verns best. There are planners who feel that the planning
board which has to plan the least plans the best, too.62
A comparative look at the background of relatively segre-
gated group living in a city can help give a sense of what
is and what is not a problem. In cases where segregation
has been a problem, it might also be determined whether
public action was required in some form to aid in its solu-
tion. The conditions which made public action seem desir-
able are those which will help in determining the defini-
tion of problem areas for which planning recommendations
may be appropriate when looking at the total range of data
concerning non-white communities.
62Henry S. Churchill,"Planning in a Free Society,"Journal
of The American Institute of Planners, Fall, 1954, pp.
I79-191
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The heart of the survey is an examination of popula-
tion characteristics.63 Again it would be helpful to use
as much comparative data as can be assembled. The most
important data can be listed and should be obtained for
the city and metropolitan area as well as for the Negro
population in those areas. The following characteristics
of population are important for a survey of Negroes in
the city.
1. Absolute totals by decade from 1900 on.
2. Percentage of total population by decade
from 1900 on.
3. Rate of growth compared to city's growth
and that of other groups.
4. Number and percentage of decade growth
accounted for by in-migration.
5. Population pyramid by age and sex for
selected decades.
6. Family characteristics: size, birth rate,
break-up, etc.
7. Educational attainment for selected de-
cades.
8. Income by families and individuals for
selected decades.
9. Occupational profile by sex for selected
10.
11.
12.
decades.
Maps of population distribution for selec-
ted decades.
Maps showing relative density for selected
decades.
Maps showing percentage of Negro population
in census tracts and/or blocks for selec-
ted decades.
63Although he was not alone, Patrick Geddes stands out as
one of those who influenced planning work to be based on
surveys emphasizing population characteristics. See
Patrick Geddes, Cities in Evolution, New and Revised
Edition, Williams & Norgate, Ltd., London, 1949, parti-
cularly Chapters 2, 6, 14-17, 19
These dozen indices presented together would give a basic
objective picture of the Negro population in most cities.
Of course, it is Dossible both to expand and contract the
list, but the survey should always try to cover the
growth (1-4), characteristics (5-9), and location (10-12)
of the Negro population.
The final part of the planning survey should be fo-
cused on problem areas with special attention to those
problems which are related to physical planning. In this
category, housing is most likely to be the greatest prob-
lem area. Four aspects of housing which would present a
full picture of the problem are:
1. Housing deterioration.
2. Overcrowding.
Cost of housing.
Amount of total housing available to Negroes.
There are a number of ways of looking at and presenting
this data. It should be made clear, however, that these
problems are two-faced; they are all problems to the city
at large and of especial concern to the Negroes in the
city. If increasing percentages of deteriorated housing
and low-income housing become associated with the Negro
population, the danger of looking at this as a Negro prob-
lem and not as a city problem increases. In this type of
survey it is therefore also important to relate the data
to total city housing data.
Besides the housing problem, several others are likely
to be partly or implicitly related to physical planning
operations. A thorough survey would bring to light inade-
quacies in public facilities such as schools, libraries,
health facilities, recreation and park areas if they exist
in the heavily concentrated areas of Negro population.64+
If these inadequacies appear gross relative to the condi-
tion of facilities all over the city, a planning survey
should reveal this. Although perhaps not a part of the
planning survey, it would be a proper concern to study so-
cial disorganization among Negroes as supplementary mate-
rial. Here, the interest is based on the correlations
with the size and extent of segregation in the ecological
pattern of the city. Because this later material is more
for the advisement of the surveying group, there is much
logic in treating this material separately from any survey
material distributed beyond the confines of the planning
office.65
B. Policy Criteria for General Plan
The planning processes evolved so far are for the most
64This is not to say that these facilities should be prima-
rily studied with reference to racial groupings in the
city. But if it appears that, on the basis of city-wide
standards, the most inadequate facilities have a high cor-
relation with racial segregated area locations, then this
fact will have an influence on planning future facilities.
See Section D below in this Chapter.
6 5This is not planning data; thus the planner is not be-
traying any professional code of behavior.
part concerned with rationalizing final decisions. When
policy is used by planners, it connotes basically two
types of decisions: the determination of objectives or
goals (usually based on survey work), and the ordering of
goals into hierarchy and/or priority relationships. "City
planning 'is viewed as a process -- a series of evolution-
ary and rationally organized steps which lead to proposals
for guided urban growth and development."66 Although
planners themselves are not completely agreed on the mean-
ing of planning policy, for purposes of clarification,
Professor Stuart Chapin's usage will be followed in this
paper.
They are maxims to guide land development
decisions in principle. They give directions
to the urban planning process but they also
become conditiOned by the findings and propo-
sals developed from the planning process. We
may conceive of the formulation of policies
as proceeding from the general to the particu-
lar, with each level of policy making supplying
the foundation for subsequent more detailed
policy determinations. But within the planning
process the preparation of a specific plan pro-
posal for the coordinated development of urban
land is in many respects contingent on a vari-
ety of prior policy decisions. Thus in a very
fundamental sense the planning process must
play an important role in supplying policy al-
ternatives and pressing for decisions from the
earliest and broadest level of policy formula-
tion on down to the more detailed levels of
policy determination. This aspect of the plan-
ning function can therefore be considered one
of supplying alternatives at progressively more
66F. Stuart Chapin, Jr., Urban Land Use Pl Harper
& Brothers, New York, 1957, p.267
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detailed levels of decision making, with each
successive stage in policy formulation buil-
ding on previously6ade choices of a more
general character.
Fundamental to policy making for planning is some
explicit or implicit criteria -- literally, standards for
judging. If this step is not narrowed unduly by the pres-
sures of expediency or the possibilities for quick action,
the criteria will set the tone of all the rest of the pro-
cesses in arriving at a plan. This becomes the crucial
fork in the road for all planners. At this juncture, the
choice of criteria is most difficult to make objectively.
The selection of criteria combines analysis, diagnosis
and hypothesizing. For one planner, smoke and wind may
be the criteria selected, for another flexibility in land-
use, while for a third, limitations on size of urban orga-
nization. In trying to set policies for shaping a general
plan, many different criteria will enter into considera-
tion.
If one set of criteria is chosen concerning identifi-
cation of special population groups to particular areas of
the city, then policies for plan formulation will reflect
this kind of decision. Again, if in formulating housing
policy, neighborhoods are considered as ecological as well
as physical phenomena, then the effect will be to include
67Ibid., p. 268
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the Negro problems in the making of plans. Essential as
it is to have made a planning survey, that revelation of
facts and problem areas will not guarantee the selection
of basic criteria which deals with those parts of a plan
for city development directly related to the Negro popula-
tion.
If after consideration of the problems and prospects
in their various cities, planning agencies decide that cri-
teria such as suggested above are to be used, two very im-
portant decisions in the planning process will have been
made. One is the recognition of an overlapping planning
problem; the other is the acknowledgment as a planning
objective of the improving of the city physically by di-
minishing discrepancies between 'Negro' and 'white' areas.
More important than the eventual incorporation of these de-
cisions in the general plan will be their application to
everyday work and their use in unforeseen studies and re-
commendations which planning staffs have to make from time
to time. More can be expected in these smaller things.
Making the awareness of the problem and the objective a
part of the planning operation can eventually help influence
those parts of the city administrative machinery which are
affected by planning agency work.
C. The General Plan (long range)
The general plan, as most planners conceive it, is
more of a guide than a 'fixed' plan.68 Its two main func-
tions are to consider and relate desired objectives into
a somewhat unified form for a period seldom more than 20
or 30 years; and secondly, to serve in an advisory and
educational role in guiding the community's development.
Even when general plans confine themselves to large pat-
terns and broad purposes, they are constantly being re-
vised, amended and remade in the light of new demands, new
problems, and new thinking (and also new personnel). The,
changes which time works make the general plan more of an
evolving document than a finished unalterable master plan.
Some planners call this effect of time on the development
of communities and their plans by the term 'ekistics.,69
The application of the general plan is done mostly
through specific reports and actions and by the establish-
ment of standards for physical development and control.
Problems of city development which are directly or indirectly
68This view is based on discussions during the seminar in
Planning Techniques taught at M.I.T., Spring Semester,
1956, by Professor John T. Howard
69Particular reference is made to Dr. C.A. Doxiadis of
Athens, Greece, who is associated with this expression
by his work and lectures. There is also a magazine con-
cerning planning and other fields entitled Ekistics.
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the result of the type of adjustment made by Negroes in
the city seldome, receive attention in a general plan re-
port. Yet if the criteria selected for policies which
underlie the general plan hold some development problems
of the city as being inseparable from Negro adjustment,
then this will be reflected in the general plan. It is
not essential that these criteria be mentioned specifical-
ly; indeed there may be strong reasons to omit them.70
If planners have accepted the criteria, then their plan
will reflect this in its conclusions and recommendations.
It will exert an influence on the planning and administra-
tive operations -which, though done under conditions of great
immediate pressure, need reference to longer term thinking.
Thus, what lies behind the general plan's aims is a
series of commitments. If a plan posits a relationship be-
tween city improvement and the improvement of Negroes'
position in urban life, one of the most important of the
planners' tools can be exerted in this problem. It is a
mistake to think that the most powerful contribution which
planning can make in this field is by direct action. The
planning body in almost all American cities is an advisory
commission. In the course of making its singular charac-
teristic creation, the general plan, professional planners
70The choice of criteria is up to the planner and, if con-
troversial, should be judged in light of final recommen-
dations reached rather than the particular professional
judgment exercised.
can choose to make some of their conclusions implicitly
or explicitly based on the connection between city and
Negro problems. The potential use of the general plan as
a technique lies in its comprehensive approach. Building
inspectors, redevelopment authorities, school boards, re-
creation committees, public housing authorities, zoning
appeal boards, police departments, health departments, the
mayor's administrative officers and all the other action
bodies in the day to day operations of local government
which refer to a general plan in their operation will be
influenced by its advice. Of course there may be more
times when the plan is ignored than allowed to guide the
actions of these groups; but this then is a different prob-
lem. If planners' dispair for the poor prospects of quick
action leads to an abandonment of what they otherwise
might have analyzed, concluded and recommended, then they
are likely to abdicate their most useful role in this
field -- that of competent, objective and professional ad-
visors on long range plans.
The specifics in the general plan which affect city
development as it touche-s problems of integration of Ne-
groes vary from city to city, but would deal primarily with
systems and residential areas. Regarding systems, both the
size and the distribution of facilities will have an influ-
ence on whether the developing pattern is going to increase
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or decrease the tendencies of segregation. These plans if
followed will develop slowly over the years and the very
gradualism of their execution can be an important factor
in presenting a successful overall plan. More important
will be the long range residential area planning. In long
range thinking, a large number of issues might be covered.
These would include density controls, redevelopment area
designation, relocation policy, public housing location
and innovations in its use, rehabilitation of existing
housing, upgrading of population potential in the central
city, and perhaps most important of all, an attack on con-
ditions which allow for the city-scale concentrations of
Negro population. This latter would suggest the use of
all techniques which would help increase the amount of
housing available to Negroes at reasonable cost. The clear
implication of a general plan can be that in the long term,
a continuation of housing discrimination is inconsistent
with good physical planning.
The educational functions of the general plan can also
be useful. Two important factors would be in operation
here. One is that public policy adopted by an official
government agency is bound to have an effect on the pub-
lic as well as other public officials.71 In the last
71 This point is very strongly made in an earlier M.C.P.
thesis at M.I.T. on this subject. See Hand, op.cit.
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instance it is the people who give the assent to planning
decisions and make them operative in their everyday lives.
For the present, no amount of planning will work the chan-
ges desired unless the citizens are willing to go along
with them. The influence of a public planning body may
only be a small thing in the total sum, but it can be im-
portant if it adds its contribution in as noncontroversial
way as possible and with the open or suggested notion that
the general plan becomes public policy. The second educa-
tional factor results from the planning group trying to
set down their analysis in as professional a way as pos-
sible. The possibility of adding the light of understan-
ding rather than the heat of controversy so often genera-
ted by 'interested' private action groups, is particularly
important. Among that large group of Americans whose opi-
nions are relatively open and whose biases are not rigid,
the influence of a clearly reasoned, articulate and respon-
sible document such as a good general plan should help to
prepare the way for more specific action programs.
D. Systems Planning
There are two governing considerations in the poten-
tial use of systems planning with reference to Negroes in
Northern cities. One is the compelling need for immedi-
ate action even if this risks the danger of temporarily
maintaining segregated tendencies; the other is the use
of systems as a tool in the eventual integration of Negroes
into the city. These two considerations are conflicting,
and the short-range goals will dominate because of the
need to act. Five to ten year programs are not usually
intended to change the basic pattern of segregation which
already exists in the city. It is because of this that
the first three techniques already discussed are so im-
portant in setting the eventual long-range goals. Thus,
although immediate and expedient actions based on short-
range plans may run counter to the professed long-range
objectives, they can also be considered the first steps
of departure and the groundwork for the beginning of a
transition.
What was indicated in Chapter One was the presence
of two types of problems. At present, it is fairly appa-
rent that facilities for Negroes in most Northern cities
are not equal to that of other city residents. By the
same token, the Negro population itself still is well be-
low the social norms in most cities for indices of health,
education, income, occupation range, status, etc. This
wasalso true of other groups when they were new to the
American city and should not be put dowm to any natural
inferiority. It can be attributed to lack of opportunity,
internal examples and leadership,72 and the fact that the
72See Abrams, N.Y. S.C.A.D. report, p. cit., pp. 24-29
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experiences of other groups indicate that it takes two or
three generations to approach the general norms. Certain-
ly in the case of the Negroes when migrants are still
coming into the cities from the rural South - people who
possess inferior educations and few skilled urban occupa-
tions (aside from an over-familiarity with discrimination)
- it would be folly to push for wide-spread rapid integra-
tion of all systems at this stage. But it is just as
foolish to assume that Negroes will not eventually rise
as other groups before them have when given the opportu-
nity. To freeze segregated patterns or attempt to ident-
fy Negroes with a permanent inferior position in city life
through residential isolation with separate public facili-
ties, is even more dangerous as an alternative. It takes
into consideration only the present situation of the Neg-
roes, and excludes any consideration of future improvement.
The acorn grows into the oak, the boy into the man; and
the experience of mankind has revealed that there is no
superior or inferior race.
The potential use of systems planning is in improving
the quantity and quality of opportunities for Negroes in
inferior school, recreation, library, health, fire, social
and welfare services, etc. This is so even if it means
continuing the present patterns of segregation for the
short-term plans. The gains in this approach are simple.
The Negroes are not yet equal to other groups in the
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city.73 Until they are, it will be more difficult to make
any major inroads in the segregation that has already come
into our midst. Extending opportunities and leadership
through public systems, even if segregated, it is a step
in helping Negroes diminish social distances.
The great danger is that segregation will be continudd
or.even increased even after the profile of the Negro popu-
lation begins to resemble that of the total city. Segrega-
tion has always been justified for one of three reasons.
First, self-segregation was and may be a matter of choice.
To a certain extent all human beings segregate themselves
by their individual needs, interests, tastes and choices.
Secondly, where there have been obvious discrepancies be-
tween groups living in a common.environment, segregation
has been one of the successful means of adjustment. As
the differences diminish so does the amount of segregation.
The third instance is the purposeful use of limited segre-
gation as an instrument to aid in the transition from mass
73This point is made by several responsible commentators
and social scientists who are sympathetic to Negro goals
of acceptance and equal treatment. See W. Lloyd Warner,
American Life, Dream and Reality, Univ. of Chicago Press,
Chicago, 1953, p. 79;~Uarles S. Johnson, Race Relations
and Social C in Race Relations and the Race Prob-
lem, ed. by Edgar T. Thompson, Duke University Press,
Durham, N.C., 1939, pp. 287-291; see also other articles
in this volume by Robert E. Park, Guy B. Johnson and W.
Lloyd Warner and Allison Davis; Ginzberg, o .cit., pp.
116-138; also Ashmore, _o.cit., for general point of
view based on examination of white and Negro education
statistics up to 1952 and future projections.
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segregated concentrations into a more integrated pattern.
If segregation were continued for reasons other than these
which may be the case in Northern cities as Negroes ap-
proach equality, then it involves the maintenance of dis-
tinctions for purposes of imposing social (and political)
inequality.
In using systems planning as a technique, the discre-
pancy between the public facilities available in different
parts of the city is certainly one of the main bases of
making recommendations. It is quite likely in many, if
not most Northern cities, strong justification can be
made for policies which, though made without paying any
attention to the color of the citizens, will substantially
improve public services in predominantly Negro areas. As
was pointed out in Chapter One, most of the heaviest con-
centrations of Negroes are in areas which were run down
even while the older immigrant groups were living in them
and before the Negroes arrived on the scene. The schools
in these areas are often among the worst in the city, the
recreation facilities generally have the highest per
capita-area ratios, and other facilities are dated from
the early era of the foreign immigrations. Although many
other considerations go into a systems plan, the case for
immediate improvement in areas where Negroes live is
strong if only as a result of the abuses accompanying
segregation.
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When it comes to long-range systems planning with
the goal of increasing the amount of integration, care-
ful consideration of local conditions has to govern the
planning analysis. One of two most general applicable
techniques is making site locations to serve as diverse
a number of groups as feasible, rather than siting them
in the center of homogeneous areas. The other possibility
is putting appropriate services on a city-wide rather than
a district basis. Both are not completely satisfactory
answers when considered alone, but may be effective when
coordinated with other programs.
One other device that may have some influence on even-
tually decreasing segregation is using the size of units,
particularly of schools. The possibilities of more bal-
anced student bodies probably exist in larger school
plants than in small ones; but because there are so many
other factors involved, size is only a secondary consi-
deration. Cost, educational philosophy, patterns of resi-
dential development, land availability, school district
distances, and the pattern of school distribution for the
city, etc., all have to be considered.7 In the planning
of other systems, size is a relatively minor criterion and
of marginal importance compared to location.
74For a brief treatment of the considerations involved in
school planning, see American Public Health Association,
Planning the Neighborhood, Public Administration Service,
Chicago, 1948, pp. 44-47.
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Even at best, systems planning is a very limited
technique for working with the underlying problems of in-
tegrating Negroes into city life. Still, it is important
in the hands of the planner for the time-sense that he
brings into his work can best cope with needs that will
differ in the coming generation from those of today. If
he makes this contribution among the team of people
charged with the planning of the various systems, he will
have made a most useful professional contribution to this
field.
E. Capital Improvement Program geting
All programs and plans devised in a city which in-
volves spending on improvements will in time be reflected
in the capital improvements budget. Because this is the
reflection of resolved choices, it is also the phase where
plans are most subject to public pressures. In allocating
capital expenditures, planners base their work on an im-
plied strategy. In this, a combination of three influen-
ces usually accounts for the thought behind the capital
budget. One is the need to improve the city's financial
position. The second is spending to combat the severest
problems and deficiencies in the city's capital plant ir-
respective of the city's potential financial returns. The
third is the use of systematic long-term budgeting to
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implement desired goals or coordinated plans.7 5
The problems of Northern cities and their Negro
populations are pertinent to all three aspects of capital
improvement program strategy. In those cities where the
planningaagency has a measure of responsibility in the
drafting of the capital improvement budget, they may ex-
press their plans directly in the budget. As both the
political executive and legislative groups in the city are
trusted with the final decisions, it is well that the
capital improvement budget, when prepared by a planning
staff, reflect the longer range plans beside immediate
pressures.
Spending programs oriented towards improving the
city's financial structure may involve an emphasis on re-
development. Generally, it is in areas of the city occu-
pied by Negroes7w.here the greatest discrepancies between
city tax revenue and costs of service occur. The expected
municipal financial improvement of a potential re-use
scheme is the determinent in a strict economic return ap-
proach to redevelopment spending. Many such potential
redevelopment areas are presently occupied by Negroes and
will be affected. Experience in Detroit, Chicago, New
75A recent example of this type of capital program budget
program - prepared initially by a planning staff - is
the current proposed six-year spending program for Bos-
ton. See Boston City Planning Board (Jack Coughlin,
Janet Lee Walker and Ed Kelly), Capital Improvement
Program 19 8-1963, Boston City Planning Board, Boston,
January, 1998.
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York, Boston, St. Paul and other Northern cities confirms
the correctness of this hypothesis. The implications of
redevelopment policy will be discussed in the next sec-
tion; the interest here is in the necessary planned allo-
cation for redevelopment in capital improvement budgeting.
In considering a budget program aimed at remedying
the worst deficiencies in the city's facilities, many of
these will be found in areas of the highest Negro concen-
tration.76 From streets and lamp posts to playgrounds-
and schools - Negro areas seldom are given the attention
they need because of segregation. This is especially
true where political pressures from Negroes are weak. Of
course, there are many other types of facilities besides
localized ones -which may be highly deficient. City hos-
pitals, central libraries, airport facilities, central
health clinics, city offices, etc., in many instances are
utilized long after the need for replacement has become -
apparent. All of these kinds of projects based on 'need'
rather than 'potential return' may be balanced out in
capital improvement budgets prepared with the pressure of
expediency. Thus, that part of a 'needs'-oriented budget
which provides for projects ih segregated areas of the
city is an especially important aspect in the planners'
use of this technique.
76Alexander L. Crosby, In These 10 Cities, Public Affairs
Committee, Inc., New York, 1951~
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The third type of capital improvement budgeting of-
fers the most challenging possibilities for city planners.
In trying to direct spending so as to aid in the creation
of new patterns, whether it be in central areas or resi-
dential communities, deeper analysis of projected budgets
is called for. In essence, the capital budget should be
made to reflect long-range objectives as they are ex-
pressed in the general plan. In our field, capital im-
provement budgeting might be directed over the years to
help in the transition of existing Negro ghettos. The
possible creation of new and superior physical environ-
ments and ultimately less concentration of Negro popula-
tion are to some measure dependent on how capital improve-
ment spending is controlled by planning objectives.
Most present-day capital budgets when adopted reflect
all three influences mentioned above. They also show the
result of both legislative and executive thinking when
this differs from the budget submitted initially by the
planning agency. Yet even with all theseequalifications,
there seems to be much room to introduce and justify capi-
tal expenditures which will deal with the adjustment of
the city and its Negro population.
F. Urban Redevelopment
Redevelopment and its concomitant, relocation (to be
discussed in the next section), are the two most powerful
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techniques available to planning agencies dealing with
city-Negro problems. The seeming hopelessness of the
problem as projected in the first chapter is also the
foundation from which action can rise. As pointed out
earlier, large-scale integration is dependent on the r-
rising social standards of the Negroes themselves. Al-
though the process may be shortened, it took from one to
two full generations for most immigrant groups to make
the rise to equality.77 Given this time dimension, re-
development may be the 'axe in the frozen sea.'
The most obvious city problem catalyzed by the rapid
influx of Negroes is the rapid physical deterioration of
neighborhoods extending from the central commercial dis-
trict. The combination of segregation, the limited hou-
sing market within the financial ability of Negroes, and
overcrowding helps in producing slums and raising the per-
centage of housing in the city which must be considered
substandard. These conditions make the worst blighted.areas
in the city - which are also the worst for Negro living
standards - eligible for redevelopment. It is this tool,
77A pertinent study shows this to be the case even with
the immigrant group judged to have one of the highest
indices in an 'adaptability' scale. See John Higham,
Social Discrimination Against Jews, 1830-1930, Publica-
tion of the American Jewish Historical Society, Septem-
ber, 1957, pp. 1-33. A more general work, covering the
story of immigrant groups through the difficulties of
assimilation in American cities, is Oscar Handlin, The
Urooted,, Little, Brown & Co., Boston, 1952.
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then, as presently and potentially conceived under fede-
ral, state and local programs which may have the possi-
bility of working radical changes in stagnant and ir-
redeemable parts of the city.
From the experiences already gained in the first re-
development projects under the 1949 Housing Act, it is
clear that Negro population patterns are being affected.
In the cities of New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit,
Boston, Pittsburgh, San Francisco, St. Louis, and Cleve-
land - two-thirds or a total of over 21,500 families
living in project areas are non-white.78 Most redevelop-
ment projects are handled by action agencies, usually on
a project by project basis. Their concern is compliance
with the provision of the law and doing their best on each
individual project. Project choices when in the redevelop-
ment agencies' hands are based on the immediate needs of
the city and the chances for success.7 9
Redevelopment to a planning agency, although it should
encompass the needs of the moment, is also a potential ef-
fectuation technique of long-range objectives. Whether
these long-range objectives are part of the general plan
or whether they are limited to all the areas eligible for
redevelopment in the city, they treat individual project
78George B. Nesbitt, Urban Renewal and a FreerC Housing
Market, H.H.F.A., Washington, D.C., 195, p. 2.
79Facelifting citiest" Wall St. Journal, May 7, 1958,
pp. 1, 13.
areas as part of an overall scheme. Presumably, after
thirty or fifty years of different projects, a unified
pattern would emerge if the planning board had its way.
This, of course, may be true with the 'one project at a
time' approach taken by action agencies, but its likeli-
hood is on a much lower order of probability. By this
time it is becoming apparent that redevelopment authori-
ties are in need of a partnership with a 'long-range'
planning body.80
Itis generally admitted that the worst residential-
ly dilapidated areas in Northern cities are predominantly
occupied by Negroes. If chunks of those areas are
cleared or renewed without treating the fundamental prob-
lems, the gains made by the establishment of new uses
with higher tax rates will be illusory. The problems re-
maining intact will have moved across the street or pene-
trated to the next neighborhood. As Charles Abrams and
others have often and eloquently pointed out,81 slum prob-
lems related to housing shortages become worse when slums
are cleared (no matter how bad the slums) and no substan-
tial additions are made to the housing supply available
to the slum dwellers. A redevelopment plan which seeks
80tHowT to Make Urban Renewal Work," A Round Table Report,
Arch. Forum, April, 1956, pp. 114, et al.
81"1A Sound Housing Policy - Now," Arch. Forum, March, 1958,
pp. 105-107.
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to treat the causes of decay must go beyond the clearance
or neighborhood improvement approach. What is especially
important is that the time factor be considered in terms
of a generation or more. Each project could be used by
planners to build a new pattern instead of being an end
in itself, if the full possibilities of redevelopment
techniques were utilized.
Referring to the first chapter, three conditions
facing Negroes which combine to leave their undesirable
imprint on the form of cities are the growth of segrega-
tion into 'city-scale' concentrations, the insufficiency
of housing compared to the need - extenuated by the dis-
tortions in the housing market made by segregation, and
third, overcrowding which becomes the fate of almost all
new city areas where Negroes expand their segregated com-
munities. Project by project redevelopment just displaces
these problems from one part of the city to another. It
is like poking a finger in a balloon; whatever contrac-
tion takes place at one point is made up by a correspon-
ding expansion on some other part of the surface. There
are no 'correct' answers to the problems raised. Indeed,
there are probably different types of solutions which may
go a long way to actually redeveloping a city; the essen-
tial idea is that plans which involve redevelopment powers
can reduce the causes of deterioration. Because the success
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of redevelopment planning techniques is so dependent on
other changes, there is no certainty that a physical plan-
ning approach alone will work. New patterns which it may
be possible to induce with redevelopment powers will de-
-pend for their success on an increasing acceptance of the
Negro population. This in turn is dependent on the im-
provement of life among urban Negroes. Fundamental chan-
ges require a long period of time and it is this vital
sense of time that the planners can utilize to convert the
'project by project approach' into a series of transitio-
nal stages leading to a truly remedial redevelopment
plan.82
The specific methods of redevelopment are still in
an infant stage of development. As this is not a thesis
primarily concerned with redevelopment techniques, it
would be presurmptuous to evaluate which procedures will
work and which will not. With respect to our problem, a
suggested approach will be ventured in the next chapter.
It is the conviction of the author that there are diffe-
rent methods which planners can use to counter the nega-
tive land-use effects of segregation. The techniques of
redevelopment as applied by planners stand or fall as
82There is some experience with the integration of public
housing projects which tends to point up the time fac-
tor as being very important in establishing new patterns.
Daniel M. Wilner, Rosabelle Price Walkley and Stuart
W. Cook, Human Relations in Interracial Housing, Univ.
of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 1955.
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they attempt to deal with deterioration in both physical
and human terms. This is especially true for those parts
of the city where Negroes are 'concentrated.'
G. Relocation
The effective variable of redevelopment planning is
the necessary relocation it involves. The facts that
areas in which Negroes live in Northern cities are gene-
rally in need of redevelopment treatment, and that in these
areas have been located the first redevelopment projects,
mean that large-scale relocation can take place over the
years. The element of greatest despair, the cancerous
concentration of Negro population in the decayed central
residential sections, can be attacked directly by con-
tinuing relocation. In the various alternative uses of
this technique are the keys to the success or failure of
any planning program which may be presented to deal with
Negro-involved city problems. Relocation policy, however,
presents a dilemma for planners.
Relocation techniques depend on housing availability.
If displaced Negroes have to rely on normal market opera-
tions, then segregated pattern will inevitably reassert
itself. The line of least resistance applied to reloca-
tion leads ultimately to the same erosion of city land-use
associated with the processes of concentrated segregation,
inadequate housing supply and overcrowding. Planners
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seeking to establish a more directed relocation policy
aimed at breaking up the old pattern risk the creation of
highly arbitrary, if not illegal, powers. The only way
of avoiding this dilemma is to rely on voluntary and non-
coercive programs of relocation. Development of new means
of relocation may have greater impact on city land-use and
population patterns. The success of voluntary programs,
of course, is conjectural and depends on the willingness
of the citizens, both white and Negro, to make them work.
As for the planner, he is again in the position of trying
to recommend policies which fall on others for effectua-
tion.
The use of a relocation plan which breaks the old
patterns of concentrated segregation implies establish-
ment of dispersed and smaller Negro communities in all ap-
propriate parts of the urban area. If this means the re-
tention of principles of segregation in establishing these
new communities, then that may have to be accepted as a
transitional cost for these gains. The either/or philo-
sophy pushed by well-meaning action groups is too intran-
sigent; it is not a basis for sound professional planning.
The necessity for a long-range staged program of gradual
integration involves evolutionary rather than revolutio-
nary treatment of segregated areas. In all these issues,
the planners have dual responsibilities to the city of
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this and coming generations. It is the contention of the
author that, though the planner may be acting controver-
sially, his awareness of future generations justifies the
shaping of relocation policy which will eventually replace
present patterns of segregation. In doing this, it is im-
portant to maintain a professional identity and sustain
decisions on evidence and reasoning by indicating alterna-
tive total costs to the city for alternative decisions.
Negroes have constituted about ten percent of the
country's population during most of this century and are
not likely to vary from a 10-15 percent range of national
population in coming decades. By 1950 the same proportion
of Negroes was living in urban areas as in the country at
large, i.e., about 65 percent. Even though two-thirds of
the Negro population was still in the South in 1950, fu-
ture Northward migration will not be the severe test that
characterized the past movement of Negroes from Southern
rural areas. Future movements will be dominated by urban
Negroes who possess at least the rudiments of urban skills
and aculturization.
Present trends indicate that in many Northern cities
Negroes will make up anywhere from 20 to 35 percent of the
population before another two decades have passed. Because
they are concentrated almost entirely within the central
city, few metropolitan areas will exceed 10 to 15 percent
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of Negro population which is the same as the national
range.83
As Negroes rise in the occupational, educational,
income and social levels, their pressure to obtain better
housing and generally more equal status will put severe
strain on the present patterns of population distribution
found in most Northern cities. If color lines continue to
be drawn more sharply in residential areas, as the trends
from 1930 to the present have indicated, it will become
even more difficult for Negroes to be accepted in white
neighborhoods. On the other hand, if relocation tech-
niques can be used to establish small enclaves of Negroes
throughout the city without a corresponding flight by
white residents, a tremendous step forward will have been
made. A general dispersion of Negro population is hardly
the threat to neighborhood and property values that an
overcrowded concentrated Negro population presents. Un-
der the latter conditions, footholds gained in areas where
Negroes have been excluded are soon inundated and appended
to the main concentration because of the compression of
Negro population into very high-density areas.
Good proportions of those areas where Negroes are pre-
sently concentrated in most Northern cities can or will be
redeveloped during the next 25 to 50 years. During that
3 81Figures mentioned in the above two paragraphs are based
on an examination of U.S. Census Data. See also Grod-
zins, 2.cit.
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time a new generation will emerge. If, when this genera-
tion assumes responsibility, they find the same popula-
tion pattern and the same underlying processes of urban
blight associated with a failure to treat race adjustment
by any other means than the current segregation pattern,
our current redevelopment and relocation planning will be
judged as short-sighted.
Plans are one thing - possibilities of their effec-
tuation another. Given a relocation policy along the
lines suggested, success will depend on three considera-
tions beyond the planners' control. One will be the wil-
lingness of the Negro community and its leaders to accept
the notion of self-imposed population limits in new areas,
and (where required) smaller-scale dispersed segregation.
There are indications that not all Negro leaders are un-
yielding and that, at least as far as public housing is
concerned, self-imposed population controls or quotas are
being accepted as a means to an end.8 4 If the first ex-
periments work out, this should not be a hopelessly un-
warranted assumption,
his hope is based on conversations with Urban League
leaders while the author was an employee of the Boston
Planning Board. Charles Abrams has also spoken of the
need for a recognition of positive aspects of quota sys-
tems. During conversations with students at M.I.T.,
winter, 1958 he expressed the belief, based on his own
work and contacts, that Negro leaders will eventually
accept self-imposed quotas if these are used for accep-
table goals.
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The second consideration is the actual attempt to
disperse Negro population', using the impetus of reloca-
tion. As housing units occupied by Negroes are destroyed,
the need for new dwelling units to take their place be-
comes obvious. These units do not necessarily have to be
ear-marked for those losing their homes. The important
point is utilizing every method available to open as many
parts of the city for Negro units when redevelopment pres-
sures occur. Public housing, especially vest-pocket sized
projects, union-sponsored housing, insurance company fi-
nanced housing, co-op bought or built housing, individual
private purchase, new open occupancy subdivisions, and
whatever other kinds of housing which can be made avail-
able for Negroes on a principle of dispersed location,
can only be influenced - not controlled - by the planning
agency.
The third condition is the most important ingredient
for success or failure. This is simply the human factor.
Fear, misunderstanding and outright attitudes of antago-
nism from mild bias to race hatred are all part of the
'contemporary American scene. Planners cannot create nor
are they responsible for a climate of good will. On the
other bids, however, it is to bring about physical condi-
tions in which a spirit of good will can more easily ope-
rate that partially motivates a dispersion plan. As noted,
there are Very few metropolitan areas in the North where
the Negro population is greater than one in ten. If
this essential fact were expressed by allowing Negroes to
locate freely throughout whole metropolitan areas, the
threat which now seems so ominous to both neighborhood
and personal real property values would hardly exist. Of
course, the gains for the Negroes would be equally signi-
ficant, both in housing standards and in social progress.
How to create these conditions is the big question.
The indications of an answer - in truth no 'answer'
exists - might be borne in two seeds. One is time. The
goal is not to accomplish the new pattern in anything
short of a generation. It will take that long to give
Negroes a chance to close the wide status gap which pre-
sently exists. Even more important, real success depends
on a transition accompanied by good will which is perhaps
best promoted with gradualist methods. The second seed
is a conviction on the part of the planner of the neces-
sity and the rightness of this goal. His main influence
in giving life to his plan lies in persuasion and educa-
tion of others in the community. Failures here are more
certain than successes; only the patient persistence of
conviction will provide the planners with any chance of
success. Well conceived and well documented plans are
not enough; the constant vigilance and promotion of the
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ideas-and policies implied in the plan are roles which,
if self-imposed by conviction, might spell the difference.
H. Zoning and Code Enforcement
Contrasted with redevelopment and relocation, plan-
ningnagencies also possess a tool for immediate and rela-
tively short-range goals. This is zoning or rather the
vigorous enforcement of zoning regulations. Beyond this
on a somewhat intermediate time-scale is revision of zoning
to cope with the transitional phases of a program dealing
with present problems caused by Negro concentration. As
a first step, zoning enforcement can help in curbing over-
crowding and illegal conversions. Used in conjunction
with other tools, zoning enforcement may help lessen the
threat to neighborhood and property values when Negroes
enter an area for the first time. These uses of zoning
regulations are dependent on an improvement of the housing
supply open to Negroes. Unless there is some balance be-
tween supply and demand of decent housing at prices con-
sistent with Negro income ranges, strict enforcement of
zoning will help produce greater abuses than those it
curbs.
The effective use of the zoning regulations in stop-
ping the worst aspects of overcrowding, excess density
and improper use of buildings and land should be applied
to those areas where Negro occupancy is only a recent
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development If not much can be done in the short term
with the major segregated concentrations, the attempt
should be made to prevent the continual repetition of the
cancerous processes involved in changes from white to
Negro occupancy. This stop-gap approach would depend on
systematic checks of the density and residential use sec-
tions of the zoning laws with reference to transitional
areas. The most effective use of these checks is in con-
junction with building safety and health department in-
spections, with a view to spotting violations of any of
the different codes. Some cities 85 are already combining
their inspection corps and training them to spot and re-
port violations to all relevant city departments or agen-
cies. Rather than waiting for individual citizens to com-
plain, the enforcement of zoning should be part of an ac-
tive program of constant inspection of all regulations
dealing with the proper use of land and buildings.
Beyond use of zoning to prevent new misuses from oc-
curring as a result of Negroes moving into an area, not
much can be accomplished without the operation of other
types of programs. The immediate problem is one where the
Negro population is expanding more rapidly than the supply
of minimum acceptable housing units. Three choices appear
to be open to the planners in their use of zoning applied
85e.g., Boston, Minneapolis
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to this field. One is to effectively limit population in-
crease. The second is to make significant additions in
the standard housing supply available to Negroes. The
third is to lower the zoning standards in recognition of
the present social and economic conditions in Northern
cities, and then to seek compliance with these temporarily
more reasonable standards. All three approaches are based
on halting the rapid physical deterioration of those parts
of the city where Negroes are concentrated while at the
same time attempting to improve living standards in those
areas. Yet the limitations of the zoning approach are con
siderable and should not be continued for any extended
period (a decade or more) without the addition of more
basic planning programs. The risks of creating deeper
problems call for careful application of this technique.
Zoning fails to get at the fundamentals of the situation
in which Negroes find themselves in the city. It is an
attempt to halt and treat the worst of the surface mani-
festations. If successful in this approach while no fur-
ther programs have been planned, patterns of concentrated
segregation will become even more solidified. Increasing
pressures for escape will come from Negroes as the momen-
tui# of social advance continued. Even when one hundred
percent successful, which seems a dubious prospect, zoning
is only a safeguard against the abuses which extend beyond
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minimum standards in residential density and housing.
Nothing concerning the need for improved or better hou-
sing or the desire for social equality or the constant
threat of obsolescence and deterioration of existing units
is solved by vigorous zoning enforcement. Indeed, the
prospect of the worst abuses in the Negro ghetto being
diminished and the prospect of 'fitting' the Negro urban
population to 'its' housing supply or vice versa over a
five to ten year period, besides bordering on an extreme-
ly high-handed approach to the use of planning tools, will
tend to increase resistance in the rest of the community
to any but incremental changes in the status quo. This
resistance will be fortified by the knowledge that im-
provement can be made within the existing Negro housing
supply. Thus, it is not unlikely that, after years of
seeming progress made by hard substantial efforts to en-
force zoning and related regulations, a city may find it-
self further away from a solution to its problems than
when it started its enforcement program.
The positive contribution of the zoning tool is in
its use to prevent overcrowding and to limit populatibn-
growth. Density specifications, residential area break-
downs (one family, two family, apartment, boarding house
zones. etc.) and bulk and/or floor area ratios are means
of accomplishing these ends. In the effort to control
-
- a
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population inflow for which there is no adequate housing,
particular attention must be given to illegal conversions
and use of non-residential structures for residential use.
This might best be accomplished by an active inspection
group (such as described above) and constant prosecution
of the worst cases. Examples of zoning enforcement kept
in the public notice present a, picture of vigilance which
may potentially be used for all violations, irrespective
of whether private or public groups initiated the com-
plaint.
I. Coordination of Other Agencies - Public and Private
There are currently a growing number of public and
private agencies concerned with general improvement in
race relations. Many of these concern themselves with
problems either directly or indirectly related to urban
affairs. The public agencies are usually one of two sorts.
There are independent special commissions set up to deal
with race relations and there are special offices in exis-
ting public agencies which devote all or part of their ef-
forts to the racial problems of their agencies' activi-
ties. The private groups operating directly in the field
are mostly those promoting better conditions for Negroes
or at least for a better climate of intergroup relations.
Besides the agencies directly engaged in aspects of the
racial problems of cities, there are social agencies and
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all the public and private organizations which - though
they do not consider racial problems in their operations
- are in effect dealing with them in the decisions made
in their particular fields.
In addition to the diverse activities of the groups
which in some way affect the place of the Negro in the
city, are all the individual enterprises and citizens who
in their own decisions reflect, promote or dispute the
stands of the various groups. Neighborhood associations
are of particular importance. Special importance also
might be attributed to another group category: policy-
setting business organizations such as banks and real
estate operators.
The multitude of independent and yet related deci-
sions that come from all of these sources collectively
forms the course of Negro relations in the city. Even
the best of planning programs is dependent on the multi-
tude of decision-making bodies and tries mainly to in-
fluence these groups to act toward general community ends.
The significance of this approach leads to an emphasis on
the coordination role of a planning agency.
If all the techniques already mentioned have been
welded into a unified form and the planning agency is in
a position to offer direction to the community in those
aspects of a program which affect the physical structure
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of the city, then the tool of coordination takes on real
meaning. State and city racial commissions, Negro ad-
vancement groups such as the ITAACP. and the Urban League,
welfare groups, unions in their education and housing
programs particularly, home finance organizations, real
estate men and rental agents, can be made aware of the
planning goals and influenced by them. Although not bound
by a proclaimed plan, the various community elements
should be influenced by a planning board to make their de-
cisions in accord with it. Special programs, especially
those which are part of the redevelopment and relocation
work, may be put forward by the planning board to unite
the individual group efforts into an effective whole. In
this respect, the planning board is assuming a job beyond
the realm of straight planning. Leadership and initiation
can be questioned as legitimate activities, but when based
on the fundamental work suggested, and done in an advisory
or educational rather than a mandatory political ways,
the planning board is acting on a logical extention of
its own recommendations.
Even the most minor changes from the status quo usual-
ly stir a bit of opposition and controversy. In a plan
that may posit goals which mean changes in the racial re-
lations of a city, it is almost a certainty that there
will be great amounts of energy expended to block their
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fulfillment. The only hope of realizing such plans is
the expenditure of even greater amounts of energy toward
the declared goals. Although in the total amount, its
part may be a small one, the energy which a planning board
uses to mobilize and coordinate the energies of other ac-
tion bodies may have much to do with the success or fail-
ure of a planning program.
It is in this role, too, that a planning board can
learn the impediments to plan fulfillment and distinguish
between legitimate and unreasonable objections. It almost
goes without saying that the use of inducements written in-
to both the political and financial aspects of a plan im-
plementation program can be used for overcoming resistance
and inertia. By acting as an initiator and coordinator,
the planning board - as its powers are mostly suggestive -
assumes the function of a listening agent. It is there to
work both sides of the street, so to speak. Allaying
fears and accepting changes in its own program based on
reasoned complaint can be as effective in promoting action
as an unyielding persuasive-educative approach. If two-
way channels are opened, for example, between the real
estate operator with his problems and the Urban League
and theirs, as well as being better able to recommend ap-
propriate inducements the planning board will be acting
to promote the good will on which any lasting solid changes
must be based.
ey. Other Techniques, e.g, Transportation Planning
Planning staffs are asked to perform many services
and functions calling for the use of varied studies and
techniques. The techniques discussed above have been
those which are directly related to the development of a
program which deals with those physical city problems
stemming from racial adjustment. In the use.of other tech-
niques which are not intended to be the basis of dealing
with these problems, the planning agency can support and
strengthen its work in this field.
Highway planning and transportation planning can have
an impact on the racial problems in at least two signifi-
cant ways. The problems in transportation plans involving
clearance and forced relocation are properly dealt with
by use of redevelopment and relocation tools. The first
impact of building and locating a new limited access high-
way in the city, is the boundary-producing effect it cre-
ates. The second comes from changes in the mass transpor-
tation system as well as new highways, which improve ac-
cessibility and travel time in particular parts of the
city. These two effects may have importance for influen-
cing the change of population patterns within a metropoli-
tan area.
Urban freeways are major barriers compared to the
surface street system. They can be crossed only at given
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points and even then there is a major gap in the conti-
nuity of land use. This makes for a psychological break
in addition to a physical one. Where freeways are loca-
ted, neighborhood boundaries will likely develop in the
future. This will be of particular importance near the
central parts of the city where most residential areas
are unstable and the core areas of the 'Black Belt' are
located. Not considering other factors of highway loca-
tion, two useful objectives may be accomplished with the
barrier effect of highways. One is to isolate the worst
part of the Negro ghetto from the areas of high Negro con-
centration. While this may mean that little can be done
with the almost 100 percent Negro areas until a clearance
program is developed, it also can be a factor in an up-
grading of the transitional areas where there are both
Negroes and whites. This is of course dependent on other
programs; but the fear that the totality of an area is so
badly physically deteriorated, socially disorganized and
racially one-group that small betterment projects in the
'good' parts of the area are useless can be combatted.
Naturally, highway definition alone cannot accomplish an
impetus to neighborhood improvement, but it is possible
to introduce this criterion into highway location tech-
niques.
The other related technique in which use of the barrier
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effect of highways will help is redevelopment planning.
One of the keys of redevelopment thinking is that
clearance projects in deteriorated areas have to be large
enough to offer attractive qualities if they are to suc-
ceed. Because most Title One projects are used - in part
- to increase the quality of use and the tax base from
cleared land, it is important that they not be lost in a
sea of blight. The 'other side of the highway' in the
illustration above, which was the more decayed part of
the city, will be easier to operate on and upgrade with
major surgery if it is first isolated. This, in effect,
has already been the pattern in some redevelopment pro-
jects such as Gratiot in Detroit and Capital West in St.
Paul. Again, while this alone is not a controlling cri-
terion, the possibility of tying in fedetelopment project
areas with the aid of a boundary created by a highway is
a potentially useful addition to the techniques of attack-
ing hard core areas.
Changes of transportation accessibility in cities
either accomplished by new highway construction or im-
provements and/or additions in the mass transit facili-
ties will have the effect of increasing the accessibility
of some areas of land, making them potentially attractive
for new development. The long-range resolution of present
city-related Negro problems involves an expansion of the
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standard housing market within Negro means. There is
currently resistance to much expansion which does not di-
rectly border on present predominantly Negro areas. Thus,
the opening up of new areas is one of the attractive al-
ternative possibilities. Raw land suitable for residen-
tial purposes which is opened up by transportation im-
provements can be earmarked for interracial development
more easily when the transportation plans are being formu-
lated. Extending transportation facilities, which means
greater accessibility to new areas of the urban area, is
usually a stimulant to higher land values, speculation
and, inferentially, exclusion, as Negroes in new neighbor-
hoods are bften seen as lowering the attractiveness of a
developing area. The time to prevent the cycle, either
through the use of public housing or through advanced
agreement among real estate operators and financing insti-
tutions and insuring agents, is while the transportation
plans are still being formulated and the planner can see
the logical consequences of his proposals.
- In those areas which are partially or wholly built
up which are made more accessible by improved transporta-
tion, the same principles as mentioned above would apply.
Necessarily, the methods used and the policies adopted
would differ. In this case, vest pocket public housing,
conservation of marginal housing, education and improvement
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initiated by community groups, self-imposed quotas by
Negroes themselves, etc., would be illustrative of some
appropriate techniques to allay the fears of drastic
change in an already established neighborhood. These
suggestive program devices, of course, are not part of
transportation planning techniques; but a consideration
of other related programs such as one dealing with Negro-
city relations can influence transportation plan decisions
in line with accepted planning methods.
Transportation planning is only mentioned as one
technique that cannot be used on its own in the city-
Negro related problem fields, but which can be affected
in its use by a planning program that deals with this
field. This concept applies to a wide range of planning
activity and might include such diverse planning work as
recommendations on building and health codes to shopping
area studies.
This last category is considered to be different from
the nine previously discussed planning techniques and
their use*- The development with the first nine, although
it proceeded roughly along sequential lines, i.e., the
logical order in which they might be brought into use, al-
so intended to illustrate the possible usefulness of any
single technique on its own. This tenth grouping is meant
to apply to other accepted planning tools, such as
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transportation planning, which on their own would not nor-
mally be used in this field. Yet the effect of a definite
program composed of any combination of the previously
mentioned techniques should and can influence the use of
a good number of other techniques - the final category -
in a well-integrated planning agency.
II. Non-Planning Activities
In this chapter, attention has been focused on plan-
ning techniques which can be applied to city problems in-
volving racial considerations. Besides trying to suggest
that planners may have relevant tools in this field which
apply directly to land-use planning, it should be pointed
out when the planner is in danger of leaving his role as
a professional. To maintain professional objectivity in
his own approadh and to help gain a wider acceptance of
his analysis and recommendations by community leaders and
the public, it is important that the areas of non-profes-
sional planning activity in this field be delineated.
Boundary lines for strict professional activity are
difficult to draw abstractly. The approach taken here is
that this can be defined only operationally. Legitimate
planning activity involves the use of appropriate tech-
niques applied to problems related to land-use develop-
ments in the.city. Although the first part of this chapter
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is not exhaustive, it is illustrative of the planning
operations which are proper. While there may be overlap
areas, they too are susceptible to an operational defini-
tion. In the remainder of this chapter only those acti-
vities not considered appropriate to professional plan-
ning will be briefly noted.
There are both public and private agencies whose pur-
pose is to extend, secure and/or protect the civil rights
of minority groups including Negroes. States and cities
which have created offices for 'fair employment,' commis-
siohs!against discrimination, or committees to protect
civil rights, etc., and private groups such as the Anti-
Defamation League are involved in essentially non-planning
aspects of racial questions. Their main job is concerned
with specific opportunities and specific individuals or
groups and not with future land use patterns. A planning
commission with an active program dealing with city prob-
lems stemming from racial problems can be of much help to
an action agency and vice versa, but these two tasks are
separate. Although discrimination in employment - especi-
ally housing - will have direct bearing on plans which
call for the diminuation of segregated patterns, the
specific job of attacking discrimination is not a planning
activity. The recognition that this job is essential to
the success of a more integrated residential land-use
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pattern does not make this a planning function. This job
is not directly related to the use of planning techniques.
The problem of discriminatory practices is one to be
handled administratively on a day-to-day basis by a plan-
ning'agency. Vital as this task may be, if planners try
to tackle it, they move out of the professional planning
field and risk jeopardizing the acceptance of their own
'qualified' contributions in the field.
A second important area in racial relations which
professional planning bodies should not enter is the making
of moral judgments. As has been indicated, both analysis
of alternative population patterns and their effect on
city development and acceptable methods of public persua-
sion toward a clearly preferable planning alternative are
considered to be proper planning techniques. Yet the
planning agency is a creation of the public primarily to
give advice concerning the physical future of the communi-
ty. It is not for, a planning board to make moral judg-
ments using the verb 'ought.' Strong as planning board
or staff members may feel on moral aspects of this issue
(for or against segregation), moral statements are for
religious and other groups to pronounce. Even though
moral pronouncements in a particular community may have
much to do with shaping the climate of decision, a plan-
ning board's function necessarily should avoid categorical
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moral judgments. If education and persuasion are part
of the planning process, they are so because they stem
from a professional examination of various alternatives.
A third activity in which planning boards should not
engage is politics. Many findings and proposals a plan-
ning commission makes have political implications. In
the field of racial relations, these can be of highly con-
troversial nature. Indeed, many planning proposals may
involve or imply political action for their success.
While a planning agency can be particularly dependent on
political maneuvers, neither its use of professional tech-
niques, nor the isolating of problems and goals for plan-
ning programs are direct political activities. To iden-
tify a planning program as political in any controversial
area would clearly mean going beyond the professional
planning function. The danger arises where there may be
clear political division into pros and antis over a plan-
ning recommendation. It is particularly necessary in
such situations to avoid any appearance of political acti-
vity by planning agencies.
In general, planning bodies should avoid entering
programs which do not rely on the use of professional
techniques and properly determined planning goals. Thus,
court action in individual cases of housing discrimina-
tion, propaganda or public relations campaigns and even
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community organization are not planning activities, no
matter how dependent a successful planning program may
be related to them.
It can be seen that the racial issues per se are not
primarily physical planning concerns. Rather, there may
be some phases of planning which will have to deal with
racial issues in order to adequately develop a planning
program. The professional planner is responsible for a
high standard of competence in his planning; he is not
directly responsible for the improvement of race relations.
If there are planning programs which depend on better
racial integration in a community, then the planners must
also be content to depend on other agencies whose proper
concern is the improvement of'racial conditions in a com-
munity. Incomplete as it is, the planning role can main-
tain and increase the respect it has in a community if the
planners approach their work with high regard both for the
obligations and for the limitations of their profession.
How we can find the mysterious formula for people
living together without fear is the single great
question upon which the unity of this earth depends.
Charles Abrams
"...but you will not abolish the disease by isolating
and surpressing the symtom. On the- contrary, it will
become worse. A single abscess that breaks internally
is far more dangerous: than several surface abscesse s.
If there- is to be a genuine improvement, you must go
to the root of the diseased condition.. Only then, will
the disfigurements resulting from the disorder disappe-ar."'
Franz Kafka
Will and understanding are one and the same.
Baruch Spinoza
The: Republic is a dre am..
Nothing happens unless first a dream.
Carl Sandburg
Integration is, of course, an ideal, not a realized
fact....
(It) is also a living force .in our society and it is,
therefore, part of the social reality we are studying.
...Whether we can hope for a gradual attainment of
the ideal, and with what speed and to what degree, de-
pends on great measurd upon how strdngly entrenched the
ideal becomes in this sphere of human valuations.
Gunnar Myrdal
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CHAPTER III
A PROGRAM
In this and the next chapter, two further questions
whose answers are still obscure will be examined. The
emphasis in the first chapters has been to separate those
aspects of the racial problem in Northern cities which
are planning concerns and to isolate the planners' role
in dealing with them by looking at professional techniques.
In essence, the contribution of this thesis lies in that
work.
Yet a dissatisfaction lingers in the author's mind,
as.- it probably does in the reader's. The desire to car-
ry these remarks further has led to the shorter and more
individually interpretive remarks of Chapters III and IV.
Here the questions are not intended to be directed at an
anonymous planning profession, but at the individual plan-
ner. The author here speaks as if he were called on to
answer these questions. He makes no claim for the rela-
tive merits of his views; he only hopes that other indivi-
dual planners may also put these questions to themselves.
Eventually, in the multiplicity of answers, some solu-
tions will emerge more soundly than others. But this point
will never be reached until the prodding of the questions
prompts persistent operational answers.
The examination in this chapter is in answer to a
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theoretical situation. With the background already pre-
sented, it might be asked how an individual staff planner
could tackle the problem of setting up a planning program
dealing with Negroes and their effect on city development.
The response here is only a venture. In part it is based
on a rather admittedly 'unrealistic' student's intellec-
tual formulation of the problem; but it is also based on
the experience of dealing with this question in an opera-
ting planning agency.
The 'lingering dissatisfaction' referred to is the
beginning point of programming. The dissatisfaction arises
simply in that it has been necessary to isolate parts of
the total racial problem to call these legitimate plan-
ning problems, and then attempt to apply planning tech-
niques to these parts of the 'whole' problem. The tech-
niques as applied in Chapter II sound thin and inadequate
because they are based on a notion that the professional
planning agencies confine themselves to the activities of
a particular craft. A familiarity with the physical and
social conditions in Northern cities cannot but undermine
the division of a 'planning' approach from a total one
based on the social roots of the problem.
It was necessary to go through the exercise of the
first two dhapters so that we might come to a point where
a reformulation can become possible. To start with the
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following viewpoint is next to impossible, because of the
consciousness of the professional aspects of planning.
Once a planning role has been established (as I hope it
has), then it becomes important to best adopt that role
in its most appropriate forms.
The viewpoint here is that only by attacking the whole
problem can solutions begin to appear for the planning as-
pects of the problem. To isolate and then try to treat
those parts of racial problems which are planning con-
cerns is to put the cart before the horse. Planning tech-
niques will not solve the problem; only as the problem in
American society begins to yield will planning techniques
become workable.
Once again, let us take a look at the problem. It
boils down to one word: assimilation. Every city is com-
posed of divergent groups which over the course of genera-
tions make adjustments to one another and to their common
culture. Whatever conflicts are involved in this process
may be better left alone, for they seem to work out better
in time than with the imposition of outside controls.
Sometimes, however, the assimilative processes do not work
as they should. The case of the Negro in Sovthern Ameri-
can cities is a case in point. While the Negro popylation
as a whole is still a long way from the standing of their
white countrymen, they have.been making rapid strides in
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improving their position. The paradox is the more they
seem to rise, the greater amount of segregation and so-
cial differentiation occurs in cities. Seldom was an im-
migrant group's ghetto more pronounced after two genera-
tions of the original settlement. The exact opposite is
true of the Negroes; their 'Black Belts' are not only be-
coming worse physically, but they are growing like cancers
into 'Negro cities.'
The concern of planners is with the effects of this
cancerous situation, particularly on the land-use and
physical form of cities. The techniques of planners are
designed basically to treat those effects. Yet what is
really needed is an attack on the cancer itself. This is
indeed beyond the planners' scope, but their answers should
not stop with a futile shrug and upturning of the hands.
What is called for is innovation applied with will and
brain power. If this problem is not faced, distortions in
all other phases of a city's planning program will eventu-
ally appear.
What then might appear to be an answer? Just as the
planner cannot go it alone, neither can other agencies
trying to deal with this problem successfully handle it
from their own particular points of view. A combined ef-
fort in the field of improving race relations, drawing on
every pertinent field, would seem one method. This can
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only be effective if it comes at the political level and
from responsible political leadership. Perhaps all that
is required is an administrative assistant to the mayor
concerning himself with racial relations and whose func-
tion it is to co-ordinate all attempts to deal with the
various problems. Whatever the agency of coordination,
however, the most important ingredient is 'will.' By
example, by persuasion and by leadership, those dealing
with the problems as specialists have to influence the
political leaders of a community, and both of these groups
in turn have to try to influence public opinion.
Within this framework, what might a planning program
be? The most crucial aspect of Negro concentrated segre-
gation is in the housing field. T6 isolate one group in
the ecological pattern of the city may work when the num-
bers involved are small or the time period is transitio-
nal. When the numbers are large and the pattern is ten-
ding to become 'fixed,'-it is another matter. Difficult
as it may be, a policy of dispersion should be behind
every planning move directed at racially induced city prob-
lems. Integration is a tricky phrase, but if it means
that both Negroes and whites may some day be judged by the
same standards, that then is the goal.
A program for dispersion has to be planned as tho-
roughly as the logistics operation of a major war. Phased
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objectives and means must be coordinated. Though we can-
not see all that may be involved, the beginnings can be
sugge-sted. Continuing redevelopment and relocation in-
evitably will dislodge the stability of present segrega-
tion patterns. This in turn can serve a useful purpose
if relocation is undertaken at a metropolitan area level.
This is so because this is the only chance to establish
a dispersion policy. The fact that redevelopment agen-
cies, housing agencies, planning boards and political ad-
ministrations, are not yet set up to operate on a metro-
politan level is a severe handicap. It is not a final
detriment, however. The pressures for metropolitan area
responsibility - in other fields as well as this - are
such that already a movement in this direction can be seen
in many cities. What particular form it will finally take
may only be guessed; that it is coming seems a surer
probability.
The techniques of dispersion depend on much more than
planning operations for success. It has already been sug-
gested that the transitional phase be accomplished through
the use of self-imposed quotas by the Negroes and through
perhaps maintaining segregation - only at a much smaller
scale. The contention is that this would be a step toward
loosening the housing situation and also decrease some of
the blight-inducing factors associated with Negro areas
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in the city. Certainly, there is a difference in segre-
gated areas where one walks four blocks or forty blocks
'without seeing a white face.' Again, ten communities of
8,000 Negroes scattered throughout a metropolitan area
seem to present less of a problem than one concentrated
'Black Belt' of 80,000 near the center of the city. Even
if still segregated, the smaller scale as a transitional
step is much closer to eventual integration. It is also
easier to make a two or three step adjustment over the
course of two generations than it is to push for immedi-
ate complete integration.
The means of accomplishing these tasks are as varied
as the means of expanding the housing supply in a metro-
politan area. Planners can try to direct the development
of new public housing in outlying areas. New private de-
velopments such as Concord Homes outside of Philadelphia
can establish new patterns by announcing beforehand that
10 to 20 percent of their houses will be open to Negro
occupancy. Union, co-op and other forms of group housing
are not completely free of planning influence and pressure
and might be helpful in furthering a program.
The use of existing housing can be even a tougher
problem for planning dispersion. As Negroes begin to
occupy a part of the city previously barred to them, the
planners might try - by use of voluntary methods - to
induce Negro leaders and groups to self-impose quotas.
This is not as absurd as it may initially sound, for the
goals of more decent housing are not new to Negroes and
many responsible Negroes have already expressed more in-
terest in using otherwise disliked means to reach ulti-
mate ends. In the long run, more total housing would open
up if individual dispersed groups of Negroes were not seen
as the advance units of an incoming horde.
In as much as other planning techniques can be used
in a program, they are to be seen as aiding the eventual
objective of housing dispersion. In the planning of sys-
tems, the crucial questions always involve priority and
relative need. These in part may be answered where the
racial element is the major consideration by trying to
create stability in mixed neighborhoods. Excellent pub-
lic facilities shared by both whites and Negroes may be
a positive force in keeping many people rooted in the
area. This will be especially true among those with some-
what open outlooks and where the threat to property values
is minimized by Negro assurances that no 'invasion' will
occur.
Beyond these hints, not much more can be offered with-
out involvement in an actual problem situation of a partic-
ular city.86 In creating a program to deal with a long-range
db"City planners, unlikB architects, do not have problems
submitted to them as lists of requirements; the bigz-es-t
part of city planning...is to determine what the problem
is*. Similarly, I cannot submit a formal program for the
problem I have set myself.... I can, however, suggest a
procedure I intend to follow." John Tasker Howard A
Housina Plan For CambridgeMass., unpublished Bachior of
Arch. in City Planning thesis, M.I. T., 1935
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aoal of integration, the techniques and strategy are
not as important as the community's social values. When
the planner comes to believe: that future improvements
in land-use and the physical condition of the city may
depend on changes in social attitude, the first long
step toward successful programming will have been made'.
In dealing with these considerations which are actually
beyond the realm of professional planning, all will turn
on the conviction for the necessity of this kind of
program and the will which planners, politicans, and
ultimately, the populace exert for its success!.
- we must look ahead as far as we: can se-e clearly, and
perhaps a little farther.. It carries with it again the-
idea- of our responsibility to serve as the binoculars
of the community, to raise- its sights, to te-ll it not
only what is coming in the future, but also what might
be coming and what might be made to come-.
For, whaztever the form or structure of gove rnment, one
of its purposes .. 0.. must be the achievement of a
better society, Its purpose is not merely coinage and
rergulation of commerce , nor protection: of the health
and safety of its citizens, but also the promotion of
their health and safety, and of the rceneral welf are as
broadly interpete-d as possible,. Of course in our par-
ticular socielty, government is not the only force work-
ing toward a- better society; .J.!.But to our profession,
it is a tital fact that one of- the major purposes of
governments is to brin: about changeTs.
John T.. Howard
"The Planner in a Democratic
Society -- A Credo"
A.I.P. Jl., Spring-Summer, 1955
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QHAPTER IV
THE QUESTION. OF GOAIS
In a consideration of new objectivss for city
planning, inevitably, the question of goals become a
quite.real. To plan creatively, planners hold in front
of themselves an image of what a city might, could or
should be. It is not enough to put the question of
goals aside by formulating objectives as the solution
of particular individual problems. True-, on a physical
level, improved housing is a goal in treating the
problem of slums, improved circulation where traffic
congestion is the problem, etcf,.. but this operational
view still leaves much unsettled'..
The real question being raised by this thesis is
what is the relationship between purposeful life and
physical environment. No answers are included. The:
conclusion lies in the importance of posing the question
of goalsi.. Implicitly if not explicitly, plans for
physical change also involve some notion of the 'Eood?
city even if that only be a projection o2 the 'status quo.
Planners will fool themselves if they think they can
put off a consideration of this issue'. In dealing with
the specific problem area raised by this thesis, the
planner's particular social ideals are not nearly as
important as his notion of the 'cood' and "beautiful'.
Except for a few, the professional planners have been
reluctant to go beyond the limited statements based on
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the: solution of manifest problems.
It is admittedly a most difficult and perhaps
dangerous indulgence to cast forth utopias - cities
that exist nowhere and never will. Yet, planners have-
no other choice. As Henry Adams pointad out at the
turn. of the century, the power to energyze- particular
solutions more than double-s elve-ry de cadei.. Increasingly,
the emphasis has shifted from the how to thewhere and
why'. Certainly as onw looks ahead, #he potential
number of patterns that might be created is almost too
much. If technology is to be a boon, more thought will
have- to be exercised as to the direction we want and
choose to- seekI'
The problem is then one of relating notions of
the good ( in the positive goal sense) community to the
techniques now current in the planning of community
physical planse.. The objective is not to come up with
a- new utopian scheme or endorse an old one, but to e s-
tablish relevancies and point to a possible: addition
to the vocabulary of the profession!. The: aim of this
thesis has been to present the inseparableness of
goal formulation from professional planning techniques;
if it deait with a difficult and thorny problem as well,
that was only the formati for presenting this ide-a,.
David Riesman from his perspective outside- the plan-
ning profession has summed up the charge to find satisfy-
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ing community goals.
Occasionally city planners put such questions.. They
comprise perhaps the most important professional
group to become: reasonably weary of cultural defin-
itions that are systematically trotted out to
rationalize theAinadequacies of city life today,
for the well-to-do as well as for the poor. With
their imagination; and bounte ous approach the-y have
become, to some extent, the guardians of our liberal
and progressive political tradition, as this is
increasingly displaced from national politics,. In
their best work, we see expressed in physical form
aview of life which is not narrowly job-minded. It
is a view of the city as a setting for leisure and,
amenity as well as for wolk. But at present the
power of the local veto groups puts even the most
imaginative of city planners under zreat pressure
to show that they are practical, hardheaded fellows
barely to be distinguished from traffic engineers!.81
If that distinction is to be maintained, the question
of goals isthe haunting intangible that planners can
never rid themselves of'. Each planner if he is a planner
carries built-in to his thought processes questions which
will plaque him through out his professional career. What
is a 't.ood T city? What is the nature of .zoal formation
in city planning? What indeed is the definition of plan-
ning? Are long-range goals based on land-use considerations
with regard to social values? And with referrence to the
body of this work, is racial integration a necessary goal
for planners to profess if their profession seeks a satis-
fying and healthy land-use pattern or-is it a roal beyond
the scope of the planner as a professional?
b7David Riesman, Nathan Glazer and Reuel Denney, The Lonely -
Crowd, Doubleday Anchor Books, Garden City, New York,
1953, p. 348 Ridsman's concdrn is where positive social
modes of life might be found or held up as an example to
contemporary American society. In an earlier essay, he
expounded his hopes that 'utopian' thinking still exists -
in the planning profession.. See David Riesman,"Some Obser-
vations on Community Plans and Utopia," The Yale Law Journal,
New Haven, December, 1947
